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Abstract: Formulation is an ancient concept, although the word has been used only recently. The
first formulations made our civilization advance by inventing bronze, steel, and gunpowder; then,
it was used in medieval alchemy. When chemistry became a science and with the golden age of
organic synthesis, the second formulation period began. This made it possible to create new chemical
species and new combinations “à la carte.” However, the research and developments were still
carried out by trial and error. Finally, the third period of formulation history began after World
War II, when the properties of a system were associated with its ingredients and the way they
were assembled or combined. Therefore, the formulation and the systems’ phenomenology were
related to the generation of some synergy to obtain a commercial product. Winsor’s formulation
studies in the 1950s were enlightening for academy and industries that were studying empirically
surfactant-oil-water (SOW) systems. One of its key characteristics was how the interfacial interaction
of the adsorbed surfactant with oil and water phases could be equal by varying the physicochemical
formulation of the system. Then, Hansen’s solubility parameter in the 1960s helped to reach a further
understanding of the affinity of some substances to make them suitable to oil and water phases. In
the 1970s, researchers such as Shinoda and Kunieda, and different groups working in Enhanced
Oil Recovery (EOR), among them Schechter and Wade’s group at the University of Texas, made
formulation become a science by using semiempirical correlations to attain specific characteristics in
a system (e.g., low oil-water interfacial tension, formulation of a stable O/W or W/O emulsion, or
high-performance solubilization in a bicontinuous microemulsion system at the so-called optimum
formulation). Nowadays, over 40 years of studies with the hydrophilic-lipophilic deviation equation
(HLD) have made it feasible for formulators to improve products in many different applications
using surfactants to attain a target system using HLD in its original or its normalized form, i.e.,
HLDN. Thus, it can be said that there is still current progress being made towards an interdisciplinary
applied science with numerical guidelines. In the present work, the state-of-the-art of formulation in
multiphase systems containing two immiscible phases like oil and water, and therefore systems with
heterogeneous or micro-heterogeneous interfaces, is discussed. Surfactants, from simple to complex
or polymeric, are generally present in such systems to solve a wide variety of problems in many areas.
Some significant cases are presented here as examples dealing with petroleum, foods, pharmaceutics,
cosmetics, detergency, and other products occurring as dispersions, emulsions, or foams that we find
in our everyday lives.

Keywords: colloids; interface; formulation; surfactant; cosmetics; petroleum; food; paint; foam;
pharmaceutics; emulsion; microemulsion; dispersion; HLD; nanoemulsion; inversion; stability

1. Introduction on the Definition of Formulation

Physicochemical formulation [1–3] has been used by humanity to attain products with
tailored properties to meet particular needs [4–7]. The properties of the formulated product
can be its stability or instability over time, its reactivity with the environment or with a
particular substance, its safety of use, its conditioning and presentation, its thermal or
electrical conductivity, its viscosity or rheology, its wettability, its appearance, texture, color,
and smell, etc. [8–22].
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Formulation combines two aspects: First, the knowledge that relates the product
content with the desired effects and properties, which are associated in general with
chemistry, physics, and physical chemistry [23–27]. Equilibrated systems are essential in
this case, and their behavior has been studied by thermodynamics at a high scientific level.
Second, formulation includes the operations used to manufacture the product that involves
the association of the ingredients and the final conditioning of the product [9,28–30]. This
often has to do with temporary, out-of-equilibrium, and irreversible phenomena, the
outcome of which usually depends on the history of manufacture [31–36]. These aspects are
superficially studied in classical university education in science and engineering because
their scientific management requires the use of non-continuous or derivable functions. It
is the case of non-equilibrium phenomena, including hysteresis [37], and although they
are currently used in practice, they are sometimes difficult to explain and, eventually,
contrary to elementary logic. In any case, formulation is intended to obtain a product
(usually commercial) with a well-defined objective, and capable of satisfying a list of
diverse requirements that imply, in many cases, a multidisciplinary collaboration [1,38,39].

In general, the industrial sectors that deal with formulation are highly specialized and
associated with know-how representing a high percentage of the product’s commercial
value. This is either because they are complicated (requiring a high scientific level) or
unique, confidential, and often protected by patents.

Industries that manufacture commodities (caustic soda, fuels, iron, and non-ferrous
metals, etc.), or “fine” specialties, but common chemicals (acetyl salicylic acid, sodium
hydroxide, trichloroethylene, vinyl chloride, soaps, etc.), are inserted into a competitive
market. Thus, their value depends on production operations (raw material, extraction,
chemical synthesis) and not on formulation [40].

On the contrary, industries that make products whose value does not depend on the
availability of ingredients, but on their association and combination to produce synergies,
with a lot of confidential know-how and long experience, require the use of formulation
fundamentals and applications. When there are several levels of quality for a product, such
as in paints, foods, detergents, household and hygiene products, perfumes, etc., basic or
ordinary products are economical. On the other hand, products with high performance
and a high price belong to the formulation industry. This section should provide a detailed
account of the development history, including the origin, key breakthroughs, and current
status of formulation in colloids and interface science phenomena [41–45].

1.1. Formulation with Surfactants in Human History

Formulation of the first soaps proposed in Babylon almost 4500 years ago consisted
of cooking vegetable oils and fats neutralized or saponified with alkaline ashes [46]. This
type of soap-like material has been found in clay cylinder excavations. They were used to
clean wool and then found to help as a healthcare measure by pharaohs for therapeutic
procedures and skin diseases. Results of interest in food, medicine, and other subjects were
achieved, all by trial and error, often being random. Year after year, the human species was
organized into groups, countries, and civilizations and developed formulations to change
their lives, such as processing metals, making alloys like bronze and then steel, inventing
gunpowder, etc. After the Middle Ages, many formulations emerged, sometimes even
though as magical, being its main representative Paracelsus, a physician and toxicologist
who used elemental chemicals in low quantities (as colloidal gold) to heal people [21].
When chemistry became a science with Lavoisier 300 years ago, the second stage of the
formulation was reached, particularly with the starting golden period of organic synthesis
in the mid-1800s, with the availability of new substances for a specific use. However, only
in the last 75 years was the relationship between formulation and the properties achieved
in a product, considered a complex system, understood from the physicochemical point
of view [47]. As a result, a phenomenological inference has been reached that allows the
invention of new materials according to precise needs, including ecofriendly considerations,
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among others. Therefore, elaborating formulations is now a truly scientific creative work,
based on knowledge and practical know-how accumulated over centuries [8,44,47].

Today, formulation is defined as the knowledge and the experiences build-up during
the selection, mixing, association, and conditioning of ingredients to obtain a well-defined
commercial product capable of satisfying a pre-established list of requirements [1]. With
this definition, it is easy to understand that formulation is an interdisciplinary science that
requires exceptional collaboration between professionals with diverse competencies in
various fields of knowledge, from academic to industry.

This presentation will be limited to formulation cases in heterogeneous systems that
are the most important in practice. They are products with an interface between liquid(s),
gas, and solid, such as emulsions, foams, suspensions, single or multiple, and, of course,
surfactants. In order to produce the required properties, these molecules adsorb at the
interfaces and are involved in many association phenomena in the bulk.

1.2. Formulation of a Complex Product

A formulated product contains, in general, several ingredients. On the one hand, the
active materials that fulfill most of the main functions sought and, on the other hand, the
auxiliaries or additives that improve the use and performance during the different stages
of its handling [1].

Active substances are the essential ingredients because they determine the desired
primary function in most cases [48,49]. In general, formulation aids are indispensable for
various reasons, particularly as a vehicle of active matter. They are of different types and
are classified according to their main role in the product. Other aids, which are generally
called additives, promote additional properties that facilitate the use of products [1]. Finally,
aids or process additives make it possible to improve the effectiveness of the active material
or facilitate its use in real conditions, particularly from the economic and ecological points
of view [3,23]. They are often the ingredients found in the most significant quantity. Water
is, of course, the most common liquid product. Still, there are solvents or oily liquids
and, sometimes, homogeneous mixtures or heterogeneous dispersions with properties of
interest such as emulsions, foams, and suspensions. The knowledge on these aspects has
changed considerably in the last half-century with the development of thermodynamics
and physical chemistry applied to mixed systems [47].

On the other hand, in the last period of the formulation, after the World War II, a new
category of ingredients appeared that produced an important effect despite being present
in small quantities. They are sometimes called optimization agents, whose role is based
on complex, innovative properties and sometimes unique molecular interactions, such as
surfactants and polymers [50,51].

Surfactants and polymers were initially used as [52–54]:

- Interfacial agents to lower tension, adsorb in monolayers, change the wettability, form
various types of dispersions (emulsions, foams, suspensions), stabilize them, or, on
the contrary, break them [55,56].

- Rheology-modifying agents or gel-forming agents, used to reduce fluid friction, flu-
idify a powder, produce a pseudoplastic or viscoelastic non-Newtonian rheology, or
even attain a particular texture [57–60].

In addition to the above properties, which can be described as direct, since they
have to do with the basic effects of these molecules, surfactants and polymers have more
complex effects that have been understood thanks to the advanced scientific level attained.
Among the main properties products obtain are their protection from thermal, physical, or
biological degradation, which are essential. Examples of mechanisms to achieve this are
the following properties:

- Stabilizing agents to prevent separations, e.g., avoiding sedimentation, coagulation,
flocculation, coalescence, precipitation, etc. [23,43,61–63];

- Stabilizing agents that form new stable structures, e.g., producing micelles or more
complex aggregations such as liquid crystals, vesicles, liposomes, etc. [64–67];
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- Destabilizing agents, e.g., destroying association, sometimes using surfactants to attain
the so-called optimal formulation [56,68];

- Compatible agents that allow very complex effects, e.g., to change the wettability of a
solid surface or make compatible components that usually would separate [69,70].

1.3. Mono and Multiphase Formulations

In the case of homogeneous systems, i.e., single-phase, significant scientific advance-
ment came from the development of Hildebrand and Scott’s theory of regular solutions
based on the concept of solubility parameter introduced in 1950. Charles Hansen, a scientist
working on paints, which are formulated systems containing many ingredients of different
sources, proposed a decomposition of the solubility parameter into several terms that
correspond to three separate interactions, qualified as non-polar, dipole, and hydrogen
bond [71,72].

Heterogeneous systems are, in general, complex and their persistence or stability is a
critical problem that must be controlled. These systems contain two or more immiscible
phases and will separate in a timeframe from seconds to centuries. In general, one of these
phases of the heterogeneous system is a continuous liquid phase, and the other phase is
in dispersed form in fragments that tend to separate. The most common case is a system
composed of two immiscible liquids, referred to as water and oil. In general, this comprises
one polar phase, such as an aqueous solution and one non-polar phase, such as an oil, thus,
separating sooner or later.

Heterogeneous systems with small fragments are very common in practice. If these
fragments are relatively small, so small as not to be visible to the naked eye (<200 µm), they
may have similar or even better properties than a single-phase system. They are classified
as micro-heterogeneous systems and, depending on the type of fragments, are called
emulsions (liquid-liquid), foams (gas-liquid), suspensions (solid-liquid), and sometimes
with other terms such as suspo-emulsions (oil/water emulsion containing solid particles,
as is the case with paints and various foods).

The presence of at least one dispersed phase with small fragments implies a large
interfacial area. Therefore, the system requires, in many cases, an agent with interfacial
properties to remain kinetically stable. These are usually called surfactants with a small
molecular size (molecular weight 200–500 Da) or polymeric surfactants when they are large
molecules (molecular weight up to hundreds of thousands of Da). Another type of droplet
or bubble stabilization can occur with solid nanoparticles that go to the interface of form an
encapsulation layer around the fragments, in which case we speak of Pickering emulsions
or foams [73–78].

The presence of several phases in micro-heterogeneous systems (two phases or more)
makes phenomena much more complex, in particular in terms of persistence over time
since, sooner or later, the phases will be separated. However, while it is true that the
persistence of a few minutes or a few hours can be an inconvenience in some cases, it is
likely that in other cases, the absence of change in months or years is essentially equivalent
to thermodynamically stable systems. That is why stability is reported as the time during
which an identifiable change occurs in the product, such as a 50% separation of a phase.

It is noted that, in some instances, a micro-heterogeneous system in the form of a fine
dispersion allows exceptional and attractive solutions to problems. These solutions are even
extraordinary when they eliminate conflicting effects to achieve what is wanted of rheology,
texture, persistence, tension, wettability, fluidity, and robustness, etc. [59,64,79–86].

1.4. What Is Formulating?

Formulating consists essentially of three aspects. The first is choosing the ingredients
and putting them together properly to manufacture the product with the desired properties.
The second is to use the product according to the properties it must present. The third has
to do with how the product looks, stays, or disappears after use [1,39,87,88].
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As a first step, this implies assembling groups of people capable of handling scientific,
technological, economic, ecological, and even legal problems. Given the requirements of
varied competencies, it is not possible to find a person specialized in all aspects. Chemists,
physicists, biologists, and various engineers are necessary even in the non-scientific tech-
nical sector. In other words, an efficient group of formulators must be relatively large to
create a global knowledge of a team and know-how about a formulation’s practical use.
This is based on the experience accumulated by individuals who work in multidisciplinary
teams. It also requires the group to learn to work systematically to be time effective and
make the business economically feasible [1,47].

Thus, it means that know-how has to be attained quickly in a university research
center, where knowledge generation generally happens without much time restriction. On
the other hand, in an industrial sector research development center, what matters is to have
fast and significant results, worrying less about the cost. This type of combination involves
conflicts and is not often spontaneously successful. Therefore, it is essential to manage it in
a scientific-technical-economic way, taking into consideration: the risk, cost, and interest
that are estimated or determined according to the knowledge, know-how, and experience
of the research team [89].

Risk has to do with the likelihood that organized work will achieve its intended
purpose. The cost of time and financial resources depends on the staff’s investigative
efficiency. The interest has to do with the benefit that would be achieved by reaching the
goal and is closely related to both scientific and technological innovation [89].

In the particular case of micro-heterogeneous systems, the knowledge attained af-
ter many years of research has allowed a better understanding of the systems’ behavior,
leading to predictive tools’ development that permits ingredient selection to achieve prod-
ucts for specific needs. This has been carried out by introducing scientific-technical tools
in the practical use of surfactant-water-oil systems such as the well-known numerical
concept HLD (Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Deviation) and its normalized form HLDN, much
more helpful than the previously presented HLB (Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Balance) con-
cept [2,39,84,90–92].

Once the known antecedents have been assimilated, the basic scientific studies will be
carried out to verify the possibilities of associating the active materials with the auxiliaries
and additives, as indicated in the left part of Figure 1. Thus, combining the formulation
components (active substances, formulation aids, fragrance, color, etc.), the corresponding
operational characteristics of the process (unit operations, processes, properties), the know-
how attained in physical chemistry and formulation engineering of multiphase systems,
and the product specifications (high performance, regulations compliance, sustainability,
cost and resources optimization), can be attained [1].

This type of work requires, in general, several types of equipment to study surfactants
and polymers. It involves having an expensive inventory of devices (unless analytical
services can be hired) in UV-VIS and FTIR spectroscopy, HPLC, zeta-potential, NMR,
granulometry, and rheology, etc. This is what is often used in basic studies at the beginning
of a formulation project.

Then, the operational variables must be manipulated by people who have scientific
competence and technological experience. In heterogeneous systems, particularly micro-
heterogeneous, there are many possibilities, as indicated in Figure 2, both in terms of
knowledge about the phenomena involved and practical know-how. Thus, multiphase
systems formed by liquids, solids or gas phases, such as foams, emulsions, and sprays, can
be attained by industry operations, such as emulsification, fluidization, and particle size
reduction. This is possible in an efficient and timely way only by using the knowledge
and know-how attained by multiple groups, industry and researchers, throughout 50 years
since Winsor’s studies.
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Figure 1. Requirements and steps in the formulation of a product.

Figure 2. Phenomena involved in the formulation of micro-heterogeneous systems.

These aspects necessary to deploy suitable industry solutions by formulating a product
are generally limiting and often involve innovations in methods and the construction of new
devices. Nevertheless, it is common for the formulation of a new product to be associated
with the development of new instruments or an unprecedented combination never realized
before. Successful examples can be found in several industries.

1.5. Historical Perspective on the Formulation of Surfactant Systems and Purpose of This Review

Historically, soaps were used to clean wool to make fabrics in ancient times by the
Sumerians, who reported the processes in cuneiform text tablets [93]. Then they were used
by the pharaohs, the Romans, and later in the Middle Ages as a healthcare measure to
treat skin diseases, without knowing the basic principles of bactericide action of soaps that
destroy microorganisms’ membrane layers [46].

The works of Bancroft and other researchers in the years 1900–1920 on emulsions
and applications were performed with various soaps [94,95]. However, only in 1920,
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synthetic chemical processes were implemented in Germany to produce new amphiphiles.
Later, in 1932, alcohol sulfate production started (used in detergents Dreft® in 1933 and
later Tide® in 1947), up to the mass production of branched alkylbenzene sulfonates for
detergent applications in the 1930–1940s, which were finally called surface-active-agents or
surfactants in 1950 [96]. After 1960, new considerations related to sustainability (surfactants
biodegradability) and performance issues (hard water, detergency, pH) were developed by
the industry [96–99].

Some unexpected episodes occurred in specific situations, like the case associated
with the son (Patrick) of John F. Kennedy, who died from the so-called hyaline membrane
disease (HMD) two days after his birth in 1963, just three months before the president’s
assassination. This medical problem was killing about 25,000 premature infants each year
in the USA at that time. Due to the currently known infant respiratory distress syndrome
(IRDS), this death motivated more medical investigation and increased public awareness. It
also inspired further research on the role of surfactants to avoid the collapse of lung alveoli
when the newborn is starting to breathe. However, despite many original studies showing
the complex role of surfactants, proteins, and potential inhibitors in the alveoli, it can be
said that it was only since 2000 that there has been a fairly effective treatment. The latter
consists of injecting natural surfactants from mammals’ lung lavages, thus providing a
medical solution in most cases [100].

The following non-exhaustive summary of surfactant applications includes a selection
of different topics, which are listed with some personal criteria of the authors. It deals with
the importance, historical occurrence, puzzling science, practical difficulty to understand,
curiosity of use, understood mechanisms, solutions attainment, and urgent necessity. A
plethora of more than 300 review books, from basic knowledge to specific applications and
products containing surfactants, are available from many authors or editors, a dozen of
them with several books, all of which feature a lot of repetition and sometimes misleading
approaches. A famous surfactant science book series was started in 1967 by Marcel Dekker
and was continued since 2003 by the CRC subsidiary from Taylor and Francis, and it
is now at book numbers over 160. At least a third of these books deal with surfactants’
domestic and industrial applications, an area that exploded in popularity in the past
30 years [11,101–103].

Thus, there is a vast quantity of published information with different knowledge and
know-how between the academy and industry researchers, creating confusion, mainly
because their priorities and motivations are in conflict. On the one hand, for academics,
rigorous principles must be applied with strict mathematics or physics, sometimes with
a fictitious model, a limited range, or an uncertain assumption. On the other hand, for
industrials, a problem’s solution has to be relevant, pertinently reached in a short time
and with low spending, and eventually within some specific limits, whatever the scientific
strength on which it is based.

As Milton Rosen indicated, not in his famous general book in interfacial science [104],
but in his concise practical opinion survey [105], the basic principles involved in surfactant
science include many variables and many phenomena, and the real-life applications are too-
far away from the available, often simplified, scientific models. Consequently, a relationship
between the surfactant system and the application performance is often missing because
of the limited scientific-technical experience of authors in both universities and industries.
Therefore, we strongly recommend to the reader to assimilate Rosen’s thorough description
of the discrepancy between the academic and industrial R&D approaches, which appears
in the preface of his book [105], as there is some mismatching between the priorities of the
scientist rigor and the technologist relevance.

Formulation with surfactants has been a subject of research for over 100 years. There
is a vast body of knowledge on formulation with surfactants, including well-known au-
thors or editors in interfacial sciences who have presented thorough review books, such
as M. Bourrel [106], G. Broze [107], G. Cutler [108], S. Friberg [109], K. Holmberg [102],
D. Langevin [12], C. Miller [110], K. Mittal [111], D. Myers [112], J. Sjoblom [113],
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T. Tadros [21], R. Zana [101] (listed in alphabetic order), and many others which are
not listed because it would require many years to be read. Thus, some bibliographic listings
with hundreds of titles can be found in the literature, for example, by entering the term
“surfactant” and “formulation” in Dimensions, Scopus, or Google Scholar databases.

An analysis of the keywords “surfactant” + “formulation” in the title and abstract
in the databases Dimensions [114] and Scopus [115] indicates that there are today 12,000
to 17,000 publications related to the subject. Nevertheless, from the end of the 1970s (as
depicted in Figure 3), an exponential increase in research in the field has generated multiple
advances in universities and industries. Table 1 shows a list of the researchers with the
most publications on the field is shown (source: Dimensions and Scopus).

Figure 3. Number of publications per year with the keywords “surfactant” and “formulation” in the
title and abstract since 1960. Source: Dimensions [114].

Table 1. Ranking of researchers with the greatest number of publications with the keywords “surfac-
tant” and “formulation” in the title and abstract. N.R. = Non reported. Source: Dimensions [114] and
Scopus [115].

Author
No. of Publications
Dimensions
(Scopus)

University

Jean-Louis Salager 78 (94) University of the Andes, Venezuela
Gary Arnold Pope 64 (64) The University of Texas at Austin, U.S.
Edgar Joel Acosta 45 (49) University of Toronto, Canada
David A Sabatini 43 (46) University of Oklahoma, U.S.
Kishore Kumar Mohanty 43 (44) The University of Texas at Austin, U.S.
Javed Ali 36 (49) Jamia Hamdard, New Delhi, India
Jeffrey H Harwell 35 (34) University of Oklahoma, U.S.
Mojdeh Delshad 31 (31) The University of Texas at Austin, U.S.
Sanjula Baboota 30 (39) Jamia Hamdard, New Delhi, India
Eliana Barbosa Souto 29 (N.R.) University of Coimbra, Portugal
Farhan Jalees Ahmad 27 (17) Jamia Hamdard, New Delhi, India
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Additionally, a concept map was generated with the VoSViewer text analytics module
for keywords appearing at least 160 times, presented in Figure 4. It indicates the inter-
connection of three clusters of research, which can be classified in surfactant properties
(green), macro- to nano- and micro-emulsions properties (yellow), and formulation of
high-performance systems (blue).

Figure 4. Concept map of publications related to the keyword search “surfactant” and “formu-
lation” in the Dimensions database. Three clusters of research are shown: surfactant properties
(green), emulsions and microemulsion properties (yellow), and formulation of high-performance
systems (blue).

In order to illustrate such an excess of information, particularly with its variety, the
following paragraph contains a listing of only a dozen selected surfactant applications.
There are only some references of a few publications to keep some moderation in the corre-
sponding bibliography, in particular, those introducing an empirical but practical numerical
approach with the so-called HLDN physicochemical description of the formulation of a
surfactant-oil-water system with typically 6–7 different variables, with their advantages
but also their limits.

1. Household products: washing machine detergents [85,107,116–118], domestic cleaners,
shampoo and hair conditioning products, etc. [84,119–123].

2. Griffin’s Hydrophilic Lipophilic Balance (HLB) historical proposal [124,125] was
probably somehow related to handling explosives safely with emulsions [126], al-
though his company (Atlas Powder) patented the corresponding technology only a
few years later.

3. The search of surfactant candidates to fairly resolve the enhanced oil recovery (EOR)
during the crisis in the mid-1970s [127]. The basis is to change the interfacial phe-
nomena effects using the R ratio theory proposed by Winsor at the Shell Research
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Center around 1950 [128]. Some semiempirical equations, so-called the Hydrophilic
Lipophilic Deviation or Difference (HLD), with up to six variables [129,130], consid-
erably improved the prediction of optimum formulation for ultralow tension sys-
tems [84,131–134].

4. Ore flotation, i.e., separation of hydrophobized particles (ore) from hydrophilic ground,
was a strong application of the wettability adjustment by introducing a proper surfac-
tant [135–138].

5. Surfactants already used in biology functions, e.g., eye wetting, lung surfactant be-
havior [139], medical and cosmetic attention, and for that often called biosurfactants,
have a promising future [140,141], but, currently, there are considerable difficulties
and limitations.

6. Surfactants in emulsion breaking, particularly in crude oil dehydration, which is
a complex but rather crucial application. In the last 20 years, intensive research
has been performed on the subject, attaining specialized know-how in different as-
pects [142–151]. Mainly, the optimization of the formulation to attain performance
and robustness in the formulation, strategies to minimize chemical dehydrant (demul-
sifier) dosification, and even the relationship between dilational interfacial rheology
and the stability of emulsions in the vicinity and at optimum formulation [142–152].
Herein, we do not expand on the subject because there are many references, and the
current state-of-the-art can be found in an actualized review that has been published
recently [56].

7. Food emulsions and foams [30,153,154], ice cream complex medium [24,155], and
their stabilization with surfactants, polymers, or particles have been used since antiq-
uity [156–158].

8. Micelle filtration for chemicals recovery or water remediation, including toxic products
like phenol removal [159,160].

9. Corrosion inhibition of metallic materials by surfactant adsorption on the surface and
wettability change [161,162].

10. Surfactants used in other petroleum industry technologies such as drilling [163–166],
acid stimulation and foam injection [167–169], and formation damage remediation [170–172].
This includes nanoemulsions formed with low energy emulsification [61,173,174].

11. Emulsion inversion techniques in industrial processes, in particular, to make very fine
droplets for formulating highly stable emulsions [88,90].

12. Surfactants in heavy crude oil emulsified fluids for pipeline transportation or in
asphaltic emulsions/dispersions of sand and gravel for road pavement [175–178].

In the present work, we reviewed the history, developments, and state of the art of
formulation in surfactant systems, using qualitative as well as semiquantitative correlations,
since the works started by Winsor’s R concept to the present Normalized Hydrophilic-
Lipophilic Deviation (HLDN) multivariable equation. In Section 1, an introduction to
formulation’s definition, history, and developments of mono and multiphase products is
presented, including an account of the current state of the art in the field. Then, in Section 2,
an introduction to the Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Deviation (HLD) for simple and complex
systems is presented. The single, double, and triple scan techniques are reviewed using
the HLDN multivariable equation and the surfactant contribution parameter (SCP), which
would allow unifying criteria in formulation correlations. Furthermore, the presentation
is extended to the complex cases of surfactant mixtures and partitioning phenomena. In
Section 3, an account of the importance of the use of the Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Deviation
and its normalized form HLDN in many practical applications is reviewed, including the
effects of changes in surfactant concentration (Cs) and water/oil ratio (WOR), and their
uses in the formulation of high-performance products. Finally, in Section 4, a review of
some examples on the body of knowledge attained in 50 years of development of surfactant
formulations and products in industrial production and some everyday life examples is
presented. The latter includes cases of how to formulate products for enhanced oil recovery,
detergent formulas for washing machines, nanoemulsions in pharmaceutical and cosmetic
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products, wood preservation, lubrication of metallic parts, and breaking W/O and O/W
emulsions in crude oil production or water remediation. This section is ended with an
unusual case of the formulation of highly concentrated emulsions for its use in explosive
products, which has important historical repercussions, Griffin with his HLB proposal
probably being one of the inventors. Lastly, we present a conclusion and perspective
section on the use of formulation multivariable equations and its applications in the future,
particularly in complex biobased and biosurfactant mixtures.

2. The Normalized Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Deviation (HLDN) as a Semiquantitative
Tool to Formulate High-Performance Products

We start the scientific part of the subject with a brief introduction to better comprehend
the increased research on the optimum formulation in SOW at the end of the 1970s. The
political and economic troubles with crude oil production in the mid-1970s resulted in
a 10-fold increase in its price over less than a decade. This resulted in a 3–4 year strong
campaign of governmental R&D financial backing, in particular in the US and European
countries. It was felt that improving the final oil recovery was essential, which was only at
about 25% of the original oil with the water flooding, i.e., the most advanced method at this
time. This was a significant opportunity to develop investigations everywhere but forced
both academic and industrial researchers to go to practical issues and publish their results.
Winsor’s R theory on the occurrence of particular phase behavior in surfactant-oil-water
(SOW) systems when the interfacial interaction of the adsorbed surfactant with oil and water
phases were equal was rediscovered, as has been explained in detail elsewhere [2,84,166].
The point was that the SOW formulation to attain a three-phase behavior in SOW systems
corresponded to a (very low) minimum interfacial tension which was crucial for enhanced
oil recovery (EOR) with surfactants [127,179].

2.1. The Single Scan Technique

The basic technique to find what was called the optimum formulation was to carry
out a single variable scan to alter one of the interactions of the surfactant with the oil or
water. These variables are the salinity of the aqueous phase, which when increased reduces
the surfactant-water interaction, or an increase in the length of the surfactant tail, which
increases the surfactant-oil interaction, and other variables like the hydrophilicity of the
surfactant head group, the oil phase type, and the temperature, etc. [106,180,181].

The first scan was carried out in the 1970s [182,183] by changing the oil type in the
n-alkane series in the so-called alkane carbon number (ACN) scan.

Figure 5 indicates the variation of the interfacial tension versus the oil’s ACN for a
given system. It is seen in left Figure 5A that at some ACN value (called first Nmin and
then Preferred ACN in the 1970s), the interfacial tension passes through a deep minimum,
typically 0.001 mN/m or less, which is well defined as far as the scanned variable is
concerned as shown in the figure. The minimum tension occurs at the ACN formulation
value corresponding to the center of the often narrow three-phase behavior zone. The
surfactant has exactly the same interaction for the oil and water phases, which is called
“optimum” because it is the best for EOR application. In the right Figure 5B, the previous
scan is repeated for two systems with different salinities, S1 for the left plot and S2 (>S1)
for the right one. The surfactant, eventual co-surfactant, temperature and pressure, and
composition (surfactant concentration and WOR) are the same in both cases. Hence,
Figure 5B indicates that when the salinity increases from S1 to S2, then the optimum
ACN changes from ACN1 to ACN2, i.e., there is some compensation between the salinity
variation effect (the change of interaction of the surfactant with the water phase) and the
ACN variation effect (i.e., the interaction of the surfactant with the oil phase).
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Figure 5. Oil-ACN scan for a typical surfactant-oil-water system. Left (A) plot: Phase behavior
according to Winsor’s types (WI, WII, WIII) and interfacial tension as a function of oil ACN. The
bluish phase contains most of the surfactant with structured aggregates like swollen micelles. The
variation of the interfacial tension has a minimum at Nmin or Preferred ACN. Right (B) Plot: Variations
of the interfacial tension along the oil ACN scan for two systems with different salinities at all other
variable (surfactant and cosurfactant, T and P) constants.

2.2. The Double Scan Technique

Since both the S and ACN are numerical data, some quantitative equivalence can be
written. The comprehensive studies of surfactant-oil-water systems, particularly at the
University of Texas (USA) in the late 1970s, allowed finding the equation of the optimum
formulation variation in the S–ACN space [129,130,184,185] as a fairly straight line, which
is essentially corresponding to the first power terms in a MacLaurin expansion as explained
elsewhere [186]:

∆LnS = KAI ∆ACN for ionic surfactants (1)

∆S = KAN ∆ACN for nonionic surfactants (2)

where S is the salinity of the aqueous phase, for instance, in %wt NaCl, and ACN the number
of carbon atoms in an n-alkane oil phase. The K term value was found to considerably
depend on the surfactant head group, e.g., 0.16 for alkyl benzene sulfonates, 0.10 for alkyl
sulfates or carboxylates, 0.05 for some alkyl polypropoxy sulfate extended surfactants
following Equation (1), and 1.15 for alkyl ethoxylates following Equation (2), as indicated
elsewhere [2,39,92,166]. The ∆ indicates the corresponding changes of the two variables
to compensate each other and return to optimum formulation (B). It is important to note
that salinity is expressed in a natural logarithm scale for ionic surfactant systems, anionic,
cationic or amphoteric, and alkyl polypropoxy polyethoxy anionic extended species. The
logarithm scale for salinity was used because it was found to fit better as a proportional
change in Equation (1). For nonionic surfactants that are much less sensitive to salinity, such
salinity change effect is found to be smaller and rather proportional to the ACN variation,
including close to zero salinity that can happen with nonionic surfactants.

Even if the ∆ changes producing a straight line in experimental data may be relatively
large, such variation can be mathematically indicated as a derivative function of the
variables, i.e., as

dLnS = KAI dACN for ionic surfactants (3)

dS = KAN dACN for nonionic surfactants (4)

And Equations (3) and (4) can be integrated as follows

LnS − KAI ACN + CST = 0 for ionic surfactants (5)

S − KAN ACN + CST = 0 for nonionic surfactants (6)
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The constant integration terms (CST) in Equations (5) and (6) depend on the other
variables that do not change in the double S-ACN scan, i.e., the surfactant and co-surfactant
types and concentrations, the temperature, and the pressure. It was also found that there
is an effect with the change in composition (surfactant concentration and water-to-oil
ratio) when the surfactant and oil phase are not strictly pure. However, this is not to be
discussed here to avoid unnecessary complications. Consequently, the CST term value
depends on each system. It is generally determined by entering in Equations (5) and (6)
the experimental S and ACN values that produce a minimum tension or a three-phase
behavior with the system.

Such a linear bi-dimensional variation of both oil ACN and water salinity S was
originally found to be valid over a relatively wide range (typically ∆ACN ~ 8–10) for both
anionic and nonionic systems [129,130].

Figure 6 shows in more detail the occurring variations in a double-scan method to
experimentally determine the relative effects of two independent variable changes on
attaining an optimum formulation.

Figure 6. Double scan carried out with two variables (here S and ACN). Starting from a system
(1) at optimum and changing one variable (∆S or ∆LnS) to go to an out-of-optimum intermediate
system (i), and then carrying a second change, this time on the other variable (∆ACN) up to a point
(2) where the optimum behavior is found again.

The experiment starts at an optimum formulation point (1) where a three-phase (WIII)
or minimum tension is attained. The first change (here ∆S or ∆LnS) results in a phase
behavior system out-of-optimum. In the present case, since the increase in salinity reduces
the interaction of the surfactant with water, the phase behavior becomes WII with most of
the surfactant in the oil phase at the intermediate point (i).

Then a second change is carried out on the other variable (here oil type) to produce
a variation (∆ACN) until the system returns to optimum at the new salinity value at
point (2). Therefore, the increase in ACN tends to increase the oil-oil interaction (because
it varies as the square of ACN) than the oil-surfactant interaction (which varies only as
ACN). Thus, the global effect of an increased ACN is to decrease the overall surfactant
interaction with the oil phase as discussed in detail elsewhere [106,187]. In other words, as
ACN increases, the oil becomes a worse solvent for the surfactant, and thus the interaction
surfactant-oil decreases.

This ACN increase is thus equivalent to producing a greater interaction of the sur-
factant with the water phase, i.e., it results in the opposite of the previous effect of
increasing salinity.

Thus, this opposite variation of the two effects is evident with the different signs
appearing in front of S and ACN terms in Equations (5) and (6).

Figure 6 indicates the occurrence of Equations (1) and (2) for ionic and nonionic
surfactants. It is worth noting here that in this double-scan method, the numerical value
for the relative effects of the changes in two formulation variables can be obtained, in this
case, the water salinity and the oil ACN.
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It is essential to underline that the equivalence of changes can also be written by
dividing the equation by the ACN term coefficient K, which results in new equations with
a unit absolute value coefficient before the ACN term.

KSI LnS − ACN + CST = 0 for ionic surfactants (7)

KSN S − ACN + CST = 0 for nonionic surfactants (8)

It happens that this form of the equation is certainly better because it allows numerical
comparisons with a variable (ACN) scale, which has exactly the same meaning in all cases
with no confusion. This avoids the misleading comparison of a change as ∆S with a change
as ∆LnS, or with a very different K coefficient because of different surfactant head groups.
Another reason why it has been proposed to add a unit coefficient in front of the ACN term
in the equations is that it avoids different scales in surfactant or temperature effects in the
CST term [92,188].

2.3. The Normalized Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Deviation at the Optimum Formulation, an Exact
Equality of the Interactions

Equations (1)–(4) indicate that the optimum formulation takes place when there is an
exact compensation of the hydrophilic and lipophilic effects at the interface. It means that
the left part of the Equations (7) and (8) is the summation of the interactions at their exact
balance, with a hydrophilic contribution when the coefficient is negative and a lipophilic
one when it is positive. In Equations (7) and (8), the contributions are numerically expressed
in the same unit, i.e., one carbon atom in the n-alkane chain. These equations show only
the lipophilic effect of increasing salinity and the hydrophilic effect of increasing ACN. The
remaining effects are hidden in the CST term, expressed in the same units, which gathers
what does not vary in the used S-ACN double-scan method.

Thus, the use of the abbreviation HLD for Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Deviation (or Differ-
ence) from zero has been proposed to express the exact equality of the interactions, includ-
ing the summation of all effects in the left part of Equations (7) and (8) [189]. This allows
improvement of the understanding of the effects of all variables. Subsequently, to avoid the
problem of having different units for different surfactants as in Equations (1) and (6), the
HLD expression was divided by the ACN coefficient K to have the same (negative) unit
coefficient in front of the ACN term in all equations [2,84,92,166]. The new name is the
normalized HLD or HLDN.

HLDN = KSI LnS − ACN + CST = 0 for ionic surfactants (9)

HLDN = KSN S − ACN + CST = 0 for nonionic surfactants (10)

In the HLDN = 0 equation, the coefficients before ACN and CST are unified, with a
negative sign for ACN and a positive salinity effect coefficient KS. As before, this implies
that the new CST term is a function of the remaining variables, i.e., the surfactant and
co-surfactant types or effects and the temperature and pressure.

It is worth remarking that the Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Balance, so-called the HLB value,
introduced by Griffin a long time ago [124,125] is essentially a parameter related to the sur-
factant effect. Thus, when HLB increases, for instance, when increasing the number of ethy-
lene oxide groups EON of a nonionic surfactant, the surfactant becomes more hydrophilic,
i.e., it will result in a negative participation in the CST term in Equations (9) and (10), i.e.,
HLDN decreases.

For instance, this could result in a term −KH EON in CST where the coefficient
(KH = ∂ACN/∂EON) determined with an ACN-EON double scan is found to be about 6.6
for pure alcohol ethoxylates. The opposite effect in the CST term would occur when the
surfactant alkyl tail (SAT), i.e., the number of carbon atoms in the tail, increases and results
in a positive contribution in the CST term. It could be a term + KL SAT where the coefficient
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(KL = ∂ACN/∂SAT) determined with an ACN-SAT double scan is found to be generally 2.2
for n-alkyl tails.

Consequently, the effects of changes in the head and tail of an n-alkyl ethoxylate
surfactant could be written as a contribution in the CST term in HLDN Equation (6) as
2.2 SAT–6.6 EON. This provides precise information that the addition of an ethylene oxide
group in the head of a pure n-alkyl ethoxylate surfactant is perfectly compensated in
the balance of interactions by the addition of three methylene groups in the tail (because
6.6/2.2 = 3).

Thus, the HLDN Equation (10) for a system containing pure alcohol ethoxylates could
be written with the additional effect of two more variables, i.e., EON and SAT as:

HLDN = KSN S − ACN + 2.2 SAT − 6.6 EON + CST = 0 (11)

In Equation (11), the CST term includes only the effect of remaining variables (e.g., the
co-surfactant, the temperature, and the pressure) and the integration constant, which has
to do with the references of all variables.

This method using two compensating effects produced by a bi-dimensional variation
has been carried out in the past 40 years with all variables susceptible to alter the surfac-
tant interactions with oil and water, i.e., salinity, ACN, temperature, pressure, surfactant
head, surfactant tail, surfactant intermediate for extended type, co-surfactant type and
concentration, pH, and probably others. The corresponding data schematically illustrated
in Figure 7 can be found in old [129,130,190–200] and new articles [201–211], including a
comprehensive review book [106] and recent general articles [2,92,166], which report the
numerical value of the coefficients, i.e., the numerical value of the slope of the optimum
line indicated in Figure 7 plots.

Figure 7. Schematic representation of the optimum formulation line in two variable spaces with the
most practically used variables in a surfactant-oil-water system. GN indicates the number of glycerol
groups in the corresponding kind of nonionic surfactant.

It is worth noting some particularities in these schematic plots. Figure 7, plot #1
indicates in the LnS-ACN space the three-phase behavior zone in gray and the exact
optimum formulation (i.e., the minimum interfacial tension) as the black line, which is in
practice in the middle of the WIII zone. It is also seen in plot #1 that the gray zone may be
quite wide at high salinity and high ACN, in the ionic surfactant system. It is generally
the same in all other plots, including the nonionic surfactant cases, particularly plots #8–9,
which are not strictly straight lines with commercial surfactants. It means that the accuracy
of positioning the optimum line at the center of the WIII zone, and its linearity, is not the
same in all cases. Although not precisely studied and published in detail, it is known that
sometimes the middle of the WIII zone along a (horizontal) ACN scan is not necessarily the
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middle of the WIII zone along a (vertical) S or LnS scan. This happens when the gray zone
is not symmetrical compared with the optimum straight line.

The width of the gray zone in plot #1 provides some extra information that could be
interesting for some applications. As a systematic trend, it has been found that the wider
the WIII zone, the lower the system’s performance, as far as the minimum tension or the
maximum solubilization at optimum is concerned [212,213].

When the optimum line indicated in Figure 7 plots is straight, it means that the linear
relation appearing in equation HLDN = 0 with any pairs of variables is pretty good over
a range of ∆ACN ~ 7–8 or its equivalence in another variable scale. However, the linear
range is not so wide when the line is shown twisted as in plot #8 with nonionic surfactants.
Figure 8 is a plot similar to the ones shown in Figure 7. However, such systems often
exhibited a deviation from linearity in the bi-dimensional EON-T studied range, where
the EON indicated average value is attained by mixing two commercial surfactants of
wide EON (Poisson) distributions each [214–217]. Acceptable linearity for such a case is
only over an ∆EON range of 0.5 units or a ∆T range of 10 ◦C, which is equivalent to an
∆ACN ~ 3–4 units’ range. This nonlinearity is believed to be due to the strong partitioning
of the low ethoxylation oligomers into the oil phase, which results in a considerable
difference between the average EON in the entire system and its value at the interface
which could be 1–2 units higher [218].

Figure 8. Three-phase zone and optimum formulation (dashed) line in a bi-dimensional space (EON-
T), using a mixture of two commercial ethoxylated nonylphenols, both with a Poisson distribution.
Adapted from [218].

Strict linearity over a wide range seems to be associated with the surfactant’s purity,
as discussed elsewhere [212,219–223].

It is worth remarking that when the optimum line slope is positive in a Figure 7 plot,
it means that the two corresponding variables have a different sign in equation HLDN = 0.
On the contrary, when the slope is negative, the two variables have the same effect on the
interfacial interactions.

Comparing Figure 7 plots #2 and #6 or #4 and #8, it is evident that the temperature
effect is opposite on systems containing ionic and nonionic surfactants. The temperature
coefficient in the CST term will be negative for the first case and positive for the other, an
interesting opposite effect that would permit to attain an insensitivity to temperature with
a proper ionic/nonionic mixture of surfactants [224,225].

In all surfactants, the increase in SAT, i.e., the surfactant alkyl tail length, tends to
increase the HLDN, i.e., in practice, it tends to increase the surfactant lipophilicity and
thus the CST term. In ethoxylated nonionic surfactants, the increase in the length of the
head (EON number) tends to decrease the HLDN, i.e., in practice, it tends to increase the
hydrophilicity of the surfactant and thus to reduce the CST term. Consequently, the SAT
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variable should appear in the CST term with a positive coefficient and the EON variable
with a negative one as in Equation (11).

2.4. The Triple Scan Technique

The previously mentioned double-scan method could be extended to a triple scan,
involving not two but three changes. In such a case, the optimum line found in a double
scan will become an optimum plane as reported in some publications [2,194,226] but not
used intensively because of more complex handling.

Expanding the HLDN expression (11) with the S term coefficient and using the CST
value from very accurate data [227], it was shown that for pure n-alkyl ethoxylate surfactant
systems, the numerical HLDN equation was as follows [2,166,228]:

HLDN = 0.87 S − ACN + 0.33 T + 2.25 SAT − 6.67 EON + 13 = 0 (12)

Here, the CST term in Equation (10) is now separated into four terms, three with a
coefficient obtained from a double scan technique. The temperature contribution (+0.33 T)
indicates that for this kind of surfactant system, a temperature rise notably increases the
HLDN, i.e., only an increase in 3 ◦C is required to compensate for the decrease in one
unit of ACN. In contrast, the temperature coefficient for an alkyl sulfate is −0.05, and
thus an opposite decrease in 20 ◦C is needed to produce the same effect. However, let us
remember that for commercial ethoxylate mixtures, the temperature coefficient is quite
variable, passing from 0.25 at EON ~5–6 and ambient temperature to 1.0 when both EON
and T are high [166], e.g., EON ~10 and T close to 100 ◦C.

It is worth noting that the last term in Equation (12) (numerical value 13) is the value
necessary to match the HLDN = 0 equation in the experimental cases of the optimum
formulation. It thus includes the effect of the non-appearing variables like pressure or
co-surfactant contribution and the integration constant, which has to do with the refer-
ences of all variables. This delicate problem of references has been recently discussed
elsewhere [2,166,229] to avoid confusion resulting from publications having used zero
salinity, benzene (equivalent ACN = 0), 0 ◦C (which is not the best T in a system containing
water without salt) to have all the references disappear from the HLDN equation.

Because the most important variables in practice have been the water salinity, the oil
ACN, the temperature, and the surfactant type, the most used HLD (as HLDN) equation
was written as follows for ionic (13) and nonionic (14) systems as:

HLDN = KSI LnS − EACN − KTI T + SCP = 0 (13)

HLDN = KSN S − EACN + KTN T + SCP = 0 (14)

The equivalent oil characteristic parameter (EACN) is a number representing the effect
of an oil phase, when the oil is not an n-alkane but produces exactly the same effect as
far as the optimum formulation is concerned. It was first introduced by mixing two n-
alkanes [183], and afterward by comparing the results of a different scan (i.e., salinity or
surfactant SAT or other) and identifying the correspondence [182], or even better, using
the HLD or HLDN equation with the experimental values of all the other terms to produce
an optimum [106,211,223,230]. It is thus calculated using one of the HLD equations and
could thus result in slight differences depending on the accuracy of the used coefficients.
It is worth noting that the EACN could now be empirically predicted by calculating the
number of carbon atoms in the linear part of a hydrocarbon (EACN = 26 for squalene that
has 30 carbon atoms but only 26 in a straight chain) by reducing the value in the presence
of double bonds (EACN = 14 for squalene) and cycles, e.g., adding to the n-alkane part,
only 2–3 for cyclohexane and 0 for a benzene ring. As far as polar oils are concerned,
increased polarity diminishes EACN, i.e., often very much with ether and ester groups
(EACN = 2 for diisopropyl ether, 7 for ethyl oleate) or halogens substitutes (1 for chloro-
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octane). Recently, a physicochemical model was proposed to estimate EACN from the oil
molecule structure [231].

Numerous studies from various laboratories in the past 40 years [106,129,207,210,232,233]
indicated that this linear relationship in Equations (13) and (14) is essentially valid but with
very different KA values in the original Equations (1) and (2). Other researchers adjusted
their equations for an essentially constant value of KA for all surfactants, which is not true
due to the large number of new surfactant molecules designed for different applications in
recent years. [234,235].

In the early 1970s [132], the surfactant parameter was called Nmin because it corre-
sponded to the minimum tension in an ACN scan. The term hydrocarbon “preference”
was introduced at the same time [132,236]; thus, the PACN name (i.e., preferred ACN in an
alkane carbon number scan) was used early. This happened especially with a more detailed
definition as EPACNUS for “extrapolated PACN at unit salinity and no-alcohol” in the
original publications of a multivariable correlation for the optimum formulation. It was
also called σ/KA for ionic and β/KA for nonionics in the literature [39,129,130], including a
comprehensive recent review [84,188]. The SCPref reference term was always taken as zero
to avoid confusion. However, it could be an erroneous value when related to a surfactant
characteristic curvature, so-called CC [237,238] (which is the same as σ or β, instead of
their value divided by KA, see [2,129,130]). On the other hand, CC has not really been
demonstrated to be a curvature [239] and is probably a misleading name for that reason. It
depends on many aspects other than the surfactant type and thus is not a characteristic of
it [2,47].

2.5. The Surfactant Contribution Parameter (SCP)

The recently proposed SCP (also called SCPN) abbreviation is the normalized surfac-
tant contribution term [2,92], and is probably a piece of correct information to represent
the surfactant contribution in the HLDN multivariable expression. However, the C does
not mean “characteristic” because SCP includes the effects of missing variables and the
integration constant in Equations (13) and (14). Consequently, in Equations (13) and (14),
the term must be altered by a change in surfactant (and thus the C means contribution)
since the other terms do not deal with the surfactant.

The basic studies from Winsor dealt with a three-component system, particularly one
surfactant. However, in practice, the used surfactants are binary mixtures, and the behavior
could depend on two or more variables with the composition of the mixture. The question
is thus to know whether a single variable could manage with a surfactant mixture effect
or not. The answer is essentially positive if there is a way to find an equivalent surfactant
parameter for the mixture. The same should happen for a mixture of electrolytes with an
equivalent salinity and oil with its equivalent ACN. The problem is thus how to calculate
the equivalent of a mixture in a simple way, and the relevant solution is not necessarily
simple, and it is not currently available in all cases.

The HLDN = 0 equation is quite a progress over the original HLD expression because
it makes it possible to numerically express the conditions for an optimum formulation in
the same scale (∆ACN unit change) in all cases. In practice, the variation in a surfactant
mixture appearing as a variation of the SCP term could be numerically compensated by the
variation of any variable scan in Equations (13) and (14). However, it is better to use ACN
as the scanned variable because it has exactly the same meaning for all surfactants when T
or S effect could be different in some cases, as for ionic-nonionic mixtures.

Equations (13) and (14) at S and T constant become Equation (15) when the mixture
parameter SCPmix is measured by the optimum experimental value in an ACN scan, which
will be called ACNmix. Of course, ACN could be replaced by (E)ACN if some range
extension is required for the scan, although eventually with less accuracy.

HLDNmix = SCPmix − ACNmix = 0 (15)
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The mixing rule is thus checked through the following equations where X indicates
the (molar, volume, or weight) fraction or proportion of one of the two surfactants in
the mixture

ACNmix = ∑ Xi ACNi or SCPmix = ∑ Xi SCPi (16)

A long time ago, such experiments for a mixture of two very pure di-alkyl benzene
sulfonates [240] confirmed Equation (16) with an experimental scan carried out with pure
n-alkanes, as seen in Figure 9. The mixture was carefully selected to cover the maximum
n-alkane range (from pentane to hexadecane), and it is clear that the optimum ACN
increases linearly.

Figure 9. Interfacial tension variation in an oil ACN scan (from 6 to 17 at ambient temperature of
28 ◦C) for a mixture of two very pure di-alkyl benzene sulfonates with structures similar to what
could be found in commercial products. Adapted from [240].

2.6. The Case of Complex Surfactant Mixtures

Using pure n-alkanes and very pure surfactants was not congruous with the techno-
logical relevance of enhanced oil recovery. Consequently, the experiments were carried out
in the first years with the most likely candidates for EOR at this time, i.e., sulfonate surfac-
tant mixtures with a tail-like alkyl benzene/toluene/xylene, internal olefin or branched
petroleum parts, and salinity scans.

In the very first significant report [226], mixtures of two surfactants (1 and 2) with the
same KA value in the original HLD correlation showed a surprisingly accurate straight
line variation:

LnSmix = X1 LnS1 + X2 LnS2 = X1 (LnS1 − LnS2) + LnS2 (17)

This relation, dividing by KA and replacing SCP by the surfactant parameter symbol
“σ”, is exactly the same as SCP in Equation (16).

This kind of straight line was found with many other cases of surfactant types, i.e.,
many other KA values in the original correlation, as well as many other scans (T, P, EON,
SAT, co-surfactant type or concentrations) with essentially two conditions [203,207,210]. The
first and most important condition was mixing two surfactants with no specific interactions
between them, i.e., with a zero mixing energy term. When non-ideal mixtures are present,
the Margules’ equation is used to compensate for the deviation, although this is often
a rough approximation [203,241] with a quite non-linear expression as a function of the
composition of the binary mixture X up to the third power. This has to be eliminated to
keep the HLD expression as linear in X, as it is for all other formulation variables. This is
discussed elsewhere [242]. To avoid the non-linearity difficulty, the second condition was
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using a scan variable with the same significance for the two surfactants. This is a problem
with the salinity in ionic/nonionic mixtures, although using LnS as the salinity scale is
not too bad for highly hydrophilic surfactants (EON > 10) and if the salinity variation
maximum range is one unit in LnS [130,243].

Equations (15) and (17) or equivalent ones with other scans thus allow making com-
parisons between the corresponding SCP values for various surfactants. It also makes it
possible to estimate the mixture linearity range most of the time as Equation (17) with LnS
scans for ionic surfactants [226] and EON or T scan for nonionics [130,244,245].

Therefore, it may be said that even with the currently recognized complexity, mixtures
are used, and probably will be more used in the future, when an improved understanding
of complex systems is attained. In any case, it should be stressed that recently the HLDNmix
expression has been corroborated as more accurate than HLDmix in complex mixture
systems [203], and thus should be the used one.

However, it cannot be forgotten that the mixture linearity could be completely erro-
neous if there is a partitioning of the different species, as in many commercial surfactants,
particularly the ethoxylated nonionics that have an interfacial distribution very different
from the one in the bulk of the system [212,219,222].

Furthermore, if the mixture involves interacting surfactants, like anionic-cationic [246]
or anionic-nonionic [224,225,247], Equations (15) does not work. Thus, a proper model
has to be used, not necessarily the arbitrary selection of a GEX/RT relation proposed
elsewhere some time ago [234]. A proper linear equation must be used over some range of
composition with selected experimental data to calculate the two coefficients for a straight
line. Such mixing rule relation coefficients are extremely variable with small changes in
the surfactants’ nature [186], as seen in Figure 10. In this case, the optimum formulation is
indicated as the salinity to reach the center of three-phase behavior. It is clear that if the
nonionic surfactant is much more hydrophilic, i.e., has a much higher optimum salinity like
when EON > 8 in Figure 10, then the mixing rule is not far from linear. This is even better
if the mixing rule is expressed in the ACN scale since it would be the same scale for the
two surfactants, i.e., the left and right sides in Figure 10. However, it is not always possible
to carry out a full range of such mixture through an ACN scan with different surfactant
hydrophilicity, and it should be said that Figure 9′s full matching of the alkane liquid range
was exceptional.

Figure 10. Optimum formulation for a salinity scan for anionic/nonionic surfactants mixtures. The
indicated EON is the average value of a commercial nonionic with a Poisson distribution. The
molecule arrangement schemes on the right of the figure indicate the interactions of the anionic and
nonionic head groups [186]. Adapted from [218].
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On the contrary, when the nonionic surfactant has essentially the same hydrophilicity
as the anionic one, i.e., the same optimum salinity in the scan as for the NP5.3EO case
in Figure 10, the interaction is very large and the mixture extremely non-linear. This is
probably because the ethoxylated nonionic head is short and dedicated to surrounding the
anionic head, thus considerably altering its hydrophilicity.

Nevertheless, even if the interaction produces a decrease in hydrophilicity of the
mixture, and thus some possible inconvenience, it also could present some advantages.
One is a wide zone (from 40% to 80% of nonionic) where the optimum formulation of
the mixture of anionic with the NP5.3EO nonionic is essentially constant, an interesting
feature in practice. Second, it is worth noting that the same insensitivity with the mixture
composition occurs with the NP6.0EO from 0% to 50% nonionic. In both cases, this
insensitivity is due to the exact compensation of partitioning effects of anionic and nonionic
species from bulk to interface and the interfacial interactions of what is adsorbed, which is
extremely difficult to predict or even to guess.

It is also known that since the temperature has opposite effects on the hydrophilic-
ity of ionic and nonionic surfactants, a proper mixture can produce an insensitivity to
temperature [218,224], a situation that could be profitable for some applications.

2.7. The Case of Surfactant Partitioning

A third complex and exceptional situation occurs when a commercial surfactant
(mixture) concentration decreases in the system, i.e., its actual hydrophobicity (e.g., its
SCP) of the interfacially adsorbed ionic surfactant mixture increases. In contrast, the
opposite occurs for nonionic products. These systematic trends were discovered a long
time ago [130,248,249] with commercial surfactant at the generally used low concentration
(about or less than 1–3 wt%) and found to be absent with very pure species. This change
in SCP with surfactant concentration is, of course, an inconvenience in many applications.
That is the case when a surfactant is diluted as in washing-rising, or when a minimum
interfacial tension is looked after in an oil reservoir, or minimum emulsion stability is
required to clean a water pool. Fortunately, relevant use of this complication could be
found in the applied literature. For instance, it was recently reported that the two opposite
tendencies could be exactly canceled out by selecting a proper mixture in which a precise
compensation is attained [250].

This was probably why anionic/nonionic mixtures of commercial surfactants have
been empirically used in the past century for some applications, just by trial and error
experience, without really knowing why they work in practice.

The previous section has just indicated the importance of the HLD numerical concept
in the formulation because it provides some relevant synergy between the usual scientific
rigor and the technological pertinence in applications.

This is going to be emphasized next in a section showing that the multivariable
HLD simple expression is quite related to specific micro and macro-emulsions properties
and applications.

3. Why the HLD Multivariable Expression Is Important in many Practical Applications

It has been found in the past 40 years that the value of any HLD expression is reason-
ably related to some properties for equilibrated and non-equilibrated systems.

In his four encyclopedia volumes, Becher [251–253] reported a collection of articles
dealing with some equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties of SOW system with Grif-
fin’s HLB. The studies using the HLD multivariable approach to estimate the formulation
with a numerical value were more accurate corroborations of the many trends found since
1950, a crucial improvement in comparison with HLB, which was only taking into account
the surfactant effect and was thus limited in accuracy.

The following synopsis about the correspondence between HLD and SOW systems
properties could be found in more detail in several reviewing chapters published in the
past 20 years by our group. There were mainly considering the phase behavior and micro,
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macro-, and nanoemulsions properties from fundamental concepts to specific applied
technologies [6,47,87,90,91,116,176,186,254–257].

The general relations between the improved HLD approach and the properties of the
SOW system at equilibrium or in a dynamic emulsified state are indicated in Figure 11 for
common composition cases, i.e., a significant but small concentration of surfactant (e.g.,
from 0.5 to 3 wt%) and a similar amount of oil and water (e.g., from 30% to 70%).

Figure 11. Synopsis of the generalized formulation variables’ effect (that alter the HLD expression)
on some properties of surfactant-oil-water systems at equilibrium and in an emulsified situation.
The represented variations correspond to a system with a regular composition, i.e., a few wt% of
surfactant and similar amounts of oil and water (0.3 < WOR < 3). Adapted from [2].

Figure 11 abscissa corresponds to a formulation scan attained by changing one of
the formulation variables at the bottom with an arrow indicating the direction of in-
crease and corresponding to the change of sign of the HLD (or HLDN) according to
Equations (12) and (14).

Figure 11A corresponds to Winsor’s phase behavior nomenclature and Figure 11B to
the coincidence of the minimum tension with three-phase behavior, as seen in Figure 5.
Figure 11C indicates the partitioning ratio (P) of the surfactant between the phases, particu-
larly between the two excess phases (O and W) in the three-phase systems. As is visually
evident in Figure 11A, the surfactant is mostly in the water if HLD < 0, i.e., if P << 1, or in
the oil, if HLD > 0, i.e., P >> 1. Both surfactant concentrations in the three-phase systems
at HLD = 0 are low in the excess phases, typically at or below the critical microemulsion
concentration cµc. For pure anionic surfactants, the partitioning ratio P was found to
be close to unity in the three-phase behavior system [184,195], as corroboration of equal
chemical potentials since the very low concentrations in excess phases are close to the
affinity as discussed elsewhere [189]. The same drastic change in partitioning applies to
nonionic systems, but not necessarily with a unit ratio at optimum because of the high
molecular solubility of ethoxylated surfactants in the oil phase [215,258–260], which is a
complication not to be discussed here.
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The following plots in Figure 11 indicate dynamic properties involving interfacial
effects. Plot (d) shows a substantial variation of the electric conductivity of the emulsified
system, just coinciding with the optimum formulation. Because the water is more con-
ductive than the oil phase, and even more since it often contains some electrolyte, a high
conductivity corresponds to an O/W emulsion. At the same time, a low one indicates a
W/O type.

The conductivity change corresponds to the emulsion inversion that was interesting
in Bancroft’s historical research on soaps more than 100 years ago. This emulsion inversion
was related in the 1940s to a physicochemical situation by Griffin with the HLB parameter
around 8–10, then by Davies with an HLB value around 7. Later, it was called phase
inversion temperature (PIT) by Shinoda, who systematically used temperature scans with
ethoxylated nonionic surfactants [249,261]. Since it coincided with the three-phase behavior,
it can be said that the PIT was the optimum formulation in a temperature scan [262–265].
It was found that when the WOR was not far away from unity, the PIT was close to the
so-called HLB-temperature (THLB) [244,266], which was the center of the three-phase zone
and the point of minimum tension in such scan in most cases. However, it should be
noted that the two criteria did not coincide in systems containing more than 70%–80%
of water or oil phase [90,267], as is discussed next with the introduction of the effect of
composition variables.

Figure 11E indicates a very low emulsion stability zone at optimum formulation. Such
event was more or less indicated before the EOR studies [249,268,269], but it was abso-
lutely confirmed only when the optimum formulation was associated with the minimum
tension [270]. This extreme minimum stability at optimum formulation was extensively
reported in the first years with different scans by many different groups [271–275] and was
later repeatedly confirmed by everybody. It was also theoretically related to the interfacial
rheology, i.e., to the elastic properties of the liquid film between approaching drops, and its
influence on Gibbs-Marangoni effects [12,276–280].

The interdrop thin-film breaking, the crucial step in coalescence, was related to the
so-called wedge theory model based on optimum formulation occurrence [281–285].

The introduction of a new interfacial rheometer based on an oscillating spinning drop
a few years ago [286] has confirmed the systematic coincidence of an interfacial rheology
minimum with minimum emulsion stability [287–289]. This behavior has been verified
even with crude oil systems containing asphaltenes surfactant-like substances [148]. This
is why the optimum formulation is the proper interfacial situation to break an emulsion
as in crude oil dehydration or wastewater treatment, as discussed elsewhere in the past
30 years [142,143,145–147,290].

More information on the instability at optimum formulation is not included here
because it has been recently reviewed elsewhere [56].

3.1. Using the Normalized Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Deviation in Multicomponent Systems

Let us now include the effects of the composition, i.e., the surfactant concentration Cs
and the water/oil ratio WOR, which locate the situation in a Winsor ternary diagram.

The assembly of all formulation variables into a single expression is quite an advance
since it leaves only three independent variables, i.e., the generalized formulation balance
and two composition variables (Cs and WOR). Thus, the space to study the properties
of SOW systems may be limited to three dimensions, which can be handled as shown in
Figure 12 with a prism in which the effects of all formulation variables are represented by
the change in HLD or in only one scanned variable, e.g., salinity, oil ACN or temperature,
as it is often the case in practice.

Since the bi-dimensional space is easier to handle on a sheet of paper, it is better to use
one of the three bi-dimensional cuts found in gray planes in Figure 12 graphs, i.e., (1) Cs vs.
WOR at constant HLDN formulation, (2) HLDN vs. Cs at constant WOR = 1 and (3) HLDN
vs. WOR at constant surfactant concentration.
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Figure 12. The three-dimensional way to handle the description of a SOW system as a function of
any formulation variable or its HLDN, as well as the surfactant concentration Cs and the water/oil
ratio WOR. Adapted from [2].

The constant formulation cut (Cs vs. WOR) generates the typical Winsor diagrams with
the WI, WII, and WIII phase behavior zone in its center according to the HLDN formulation
as discussed previously. However, since extensive studies of Winsor’s diagrams could be
found in the literature, in particular in some recent reviews [2,84,166], such a kind of cut,
which is mainly related to the phase behavior, is not discussed here.

Figure 13 shows the next 2D cut at constant WOR, with formulation change, carried
out through a salinity scan in the (A) plot and a temperature scan in (B) and (C) plots. The
(A) case corresponds to any system with a very pure surfactant with optimum formulation
at HLDN = 0 in abscissa a salinity at the center of the three-phase zone. This diagram is
called a gamma diagram since it looks like the Greek letter γ. What is important to note
is that in this case of a very pure surfactant, the optimum line at HLDN = 0 is perfectly
vertical from the cµc to Cs* in Figure 13A. The critical microemulsion concentration cµc
is not the same as the critical micelle concentration (cmc), it is the lowest concentration
to obtain a three-phase behavior [291,292]. It is slightly higher than the cmc, i.e., quite
low, usually less than 0.1 wt%. The Cs* optimum concentration corresponds to the highest
part of the three-phase region, indicated as (X) in Figure 13A. This point is the highest in
the three-phase zone WIII or the lowest in the single-phase zone referred to as Winsor IV
phase behavior. It is in general at 20–30 wt%, i.e., it is an extremely high value as far as
cost issues are concerned. Consequently, it is not used in practice unless it is necessary
to have a complete co-solubilization of oil and water in a single phase. Nevertheless, it
is used in fundamental discussions because it is often recognized as the real optimum
criterion concerning the phase behavior since the three-phase zone is reduced to a single
point [211,223].

Figure 13B essentially indicates the same as Figure 13A but with a 90◦ rotation,
with the formulation scan as the ordinate axis. This time, the very pure surfactant is
an ethoxylated nonionic, and the formulation scan is the temperature. As it is known
from Equations (12) and (14), an increase in temperature here will decrease the nonionic
surfactant interaction with water, and thus an increase in HLDN, and a phase behavior
change from WI to WII. In Figure 13B, the aspect of the three-phase zone looks like a fish
with the cµc point at its head and the Cs* cross at its tail. The characteristic of the (B) plot is
that the optimum line from cµc to Cs* points is perfectly horizontal, i.e., for this system con-
taining a very pure surfactant, the optimum formulation (as the temperature for HLDN = 0
in Figure 13B) is constant. In other words, the optimum formulation (for attaining the
minimum tension or as the center of the WIII zone) is the same at any concentration from
cµc to Cs*, for instance, at Cs1 or Cs2 intermediate cases in Figure 13B.

This has been reported for different surfactants in many academic studies from dif-
ferent groups, with a lot of theoretical aspects [227,293–295], but often showing complete
unawareness of experimental results from industrial studies published before. This was
probably because the available theoretical approach is not valid for real cases of SOW
systems, as Rosen has pertinently mentioned in his book preface [105]. There are, however,
some exceptions to this bias with review books written or edited by researchers having
contacts with industry [103,106,296].
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Nevertheless, the best would be to have theoretical scientists select their studies con-
cerning real problems. However, the simplified theoretical aspects could be beneficial
considering their validity, the approximate value of their significance, and a simple presen-
tation to non-expert people. On the other hand, pedagogical publications help when they
consider most aspects of formulation issues, fundamental and practical. For instance, a
recent article on phase behavior in different cuts of the 3D prism exhibited in Figure 12 [260]
also reported some curious anomalies with the ethoxylates surfactants like the possible
very high cmc and cµc concentrations.

Figure 13C is the same as Figure 13B, though this time it is for a system containing a
commercial ethoxylated nonionic or a mixture of two (or more) quite different pure ones
which produce the same effect as shown a long time ago by Shinoda’s basic studies with
temperature scans with ethoxylated nonionics [297,298].

Figure 13. (A) Phase behavior in the formulation scan (as salinity variation) versus any surfactant
concentration cut at constant WOR for a very pure ionic or nonionic surfactant. (B) The same kind of
plot with the temperature as the formulation variable scan this time in the ordinate, for a very pure
nonionic surfactant. (C) The same as (B) but with a commercial nonionic mixture of surfactants. The
HLDN = 0 in the middle and right plots corresponds to the three-phase behavior described at the
THLB by Kunieda and Shinoda [266,298,299].

The obvious explanation of the fish inclination in Figure 13C is that the assumption
(explicit in Winsor’s model) that the surfactant adsorbed at the interface is the same as
the one put in the system and is suitable with a single, pure surfactant. However, it is not
correct in the case of a mixture. The point is that with a mixture of two or more surfactants,
many phenomena, as the partitioning of the different species of a mixture, make such
assumptions incorrect, and the optimum formulation in a scan will vary with the surfactant
concentration and the water/oil ratio. This influence of composition was reported in the
first studies with multivariable correlations for EOR [130,248] and was also mentioned
with temperature scans and surfactant mixture scans in Shinoda’s publications [297–299].
However, it is worth noting that this group from Japan has been mostly reporting such
distorted optimum formulation lines due to a WOR effect in the constant Cs cut that will
be discussed next, which is more linked to real systems.

As far as the relation between the HLDN expression value and the application are
concerned, according to the title of this section, the first thing to say is that the very low
(minimum) interfacial tension exactly attained at HLDN = 0 is the best condition to displace
the trapped petroleum, in the so-called enhanced recovery methods [84,127,184,194]. This
has been studied for 40 years, and is thus somehow used, but not extensively, because of
the difficulty to accurately control the formulation in the reservoir 2000–3000 m below the
surface, as is discussed later.

Another important use of the numerical value of the formulation quantification is
cleaning and detergency. An HLDN negative value in the range from –5 to –15 (close to
zero but not necessarily at the optimum) is also essential to displace some greasy dirt
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from cloth, as well as to change the solid particle wettability around 0 to attain good
detergency [107,300–305]. Although the detergency effectivity is related to the dirt’s charac-
teristics (like its exact EACN if it is an oil phase), and thus can change from place to place,
this is a general tendency empirically used in the past 100 years.

The association of HLDN value with the emulsion type and properties is of great
interest too. One of the most important ones has to do with emulsion type as indicated in
Figure 11D and its stability, as seen in Figure 11E plot with minimum stability at optimum
and two stability maxima on both sides. These properties were also found to depend on
the composition, particularly the WOR, as in the constant Cs cut in Figure 12, which is
used next.

Figure 14 indicates some interesting, complex combinations that could make things
more complicated or, on the contrary, exceptionally interesting as far as the emulsion drop
size is concerned. When the formulation approaches the optimum, it has been seen that
both the tension and emulsion stability decrease, resulting in some opposite effects on the
(average) drop size. A lower interfacial tension tends to decrease the size of the produced
drops, while a lower stability tends to have them coalesce quickly and thus increase in size.
However, the two effects do not necessarily change the same way with the deviation from
optimum, even if it is normalized with HLDN.

Figure 14. Emulsion drop size variation along a formulation scan at variable stirring energy indicated
as revolutions per minute rpm (unpublished data similar to reported trends). Adapted from [306].

In general, the shallow stability zone takes place in a narrow range around HLDN = 0,
typically ± 5 ACN units. In contrast, the tension variation through a minimum takes place
over a broader range, say ± 10 ACN units or more. Consequently, far from optimum, the
decreasing tension effect is essentially the only one to happen or at least the most significant.
Thus, the drop size produced in a fixed stirring process tends to decrease as optimum is
approached. On the other hand, very close to optimum, the extremely quick change in
emulsion stability dominates, and the opposite occurs, i.e., the drop size produced after
some stirring time tends to increase. Hence, it is not easy to measure a value of the drop
size in this zone because of the rapid coalescence (often less than 1–2 min) taking place
during the measurement process. In practice, a short non-variability of the drop size is
required with a quick formulation change out of optimum (by fast temperature change or
by diluting far away from WOR = 1). For very small drop sizes, i.e., nanoemulsions, optical
light-scattering methods could provide instant measurement [260].
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As seen in Figure 14, which is a schematic gathering of many experimental data from
industry contracts, a significant drop size minimum happens on both sides of optimum
formulation at a short distance from it (|HLDN|~ 5–10). The drop size value could be 10
or more times smaller than what is found at 20–30 or more units of HLDN on both sides
of optimum where the emulsions are generally stable. Figure 14 indicates that the exact
position and value of the minimum drop size changes with the applied energy (as the
agitator rotational speed in rpm), being lower in drop size and further away from optimum
and over a more comprehensive formulation range as stirring is increased. Other effects
like the viscosities of the phases, mixing process, surfactant type, and adsorption (and the
interfacial tension minimum at optimum) have been found to influence the drop size and
the minimum location, in particular, if a liquid crystal or other more or less solid aggregates
could form at the interface.

3.2. Changing the Water/Oil Ratio (WOR) for the Formulation of a SOW System

The surfactant concentration Cs effect has been previously discussed, and can be
relatively easily understood and predicted, since it is linked with surfactant molecules’
interfacial adsorption and association. Consequently, the next part of this section is ded-
icated mainly to the effect of the WOR with the formulation in the Cs constant cut seen
in Figure 12 right plot. This cut has been studied in great detail in Shinoda’s group with
an extremely significant effect of temperature in nonionic system formulation before a
generalized HLD expression was proposed [307–310].

The different plots schematized in Figure 15 are for a system with an essentially pure
surfactant whose emulsions have been produced from an equilibrated system.

Plots (A) and (B) indicate the phase behavior according to Winsor’s nomenclature. In
plot (A), the surfactant concentration is high enough to be above the cµc, and below the
Cs*, i.e., there is a WIII three-phase behavior at the optimum formulation in the center part.
When there is a considerable amount of oil or water, i.e., on both WOR extremes, there
is a single-phase, i.e., oil or water indicated as 1Φ, that corresponds to a swollen micelle
situation. In the center of the plot, a variation of the formulation to produce a scan from
negative to positive HLD results in the typical phase behavior transition WI-WIII-WII. At
extreme values of WOR the transition is through a single phase at optimum. When the
surfactant concentration increases, the three-phase behavior zone tends to be reduced at
the center, and the lateral single-phase zone expands. When the surfactant concentration
passes above Cs*, then the phase behavior at optimum is the W IV single microemulsion
phase as indicated in plot (B) to happen at optimum over any WOR.

The main result shown in the following Figure 15 plots (C–F) is that the change in
emulsion type from O/W to W/O or vice versa exactly corresponds to the optimum
formulation where HLDN = 0 in the center of the plots, i.e., from A+ to A− zones or vice
versa. In other words, the phase inversion of the emulsion, e.g., the PIT in a temperature
scan, is an almost horizontal straight line in the center range of the graph, typically from
30% to 70% of water or oil. Out of this range, i.e., when there is a large excess of one of the
phases, as in the so-called B and C zones, the emulsion inversion line is essentially vertical,
and the emulsion type depends on the WOR. Thus, the excess phase is the external phase,
i.e., oil in the B zone and water in the C zone.

This drastic change in the inversion line, from almost horizontal at the center to nearly
vertical on the sides, is quite remarkable. It certainly indicates that there are different
inversion mechanisms. Thus, the two kinds were called transitional and catastrophic
inversions in theoretical discussions presented 40 years ago [311–315].

The vertical line location, as far as the WOR value is concerned, depends on the
emulsification process, particularly the apparatus and the phase viscosities, as well as the
method of mixing the oil and water phases [44,316].

However, it is quite vertical, only with a slight tendency to have narrower extreme B−
and C+ zones as the formulation goes far away from the optimum.
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Figure 15. Phase behavior and emulsion properties on the formulation-WOR space at constant
surfactant concentrations for a pure surfactant system.

An additional complexity appears when the emulsification is not carried out from an
equilibrated system and when either the formulation or the WOR is continuously changed,
for instance, with a variation of the temperature or of the addition of oil or water to an
emulsified system kept under stirring. On the other hand, the horizontal part, which is
called the transitional inversion line (between A+ and A− zones) is essentially not affected,
and it can be considered as general if the system is not too far from equilibrium [317,318].

On the contrary, the vertical line position, i.e., the so-called catastrophic inversion
between A− and B− or A+ and C+ is systematically delayed in any direction. Thus, it
exhibits hysteresis that becomes wider as the formulation goes away from the optimum.
This has been shown to be systematic, and it was found to agree with the catastrophic
inversion model related to the so-called butterfly bifurcation [319]. This is quite complex
from the mathematical point of view, and it is not to be discussed here. Nevertheless, it
is mentioned because it is sometimes used in practice, and the reader must know that
non-equilibrated systems can be tricky but useful in some cases.

In Figure 15C, it is seen also that there are so-called normal and abnormal zones
as far as the emulsion type is concerned. The normal ones follow the formulation and
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phase behavior, i.e., they are O/W (respectively W/O) when the phase behavior is WI
and HLD < 0 (respectively WII and HLD > 0). Figure 15D indicates that the normal zones
correspond to stable emulsions, particularly in the gray area, far away enough from the
instability zone close to the optimum formulation. The B− and C+ zones are quite unstable
because the external phase in excess does not contain most of the surfactant as expected
from Bancroft’s rule. Actually, the W/O emulsion in the B zone is stable when HLD > 0 (in
B+) and unstable when HLD < 0 (on B−). The opposite occurs in the C zone, producing
stable O/W emulsion only if HLD < 0 (in C−). Nevertheless, in some systems, the abnormal
zones B- and C+ result in the formation of multiple emulsions, i.e., O/W/O in B− and
W/O/W type in B+, where the most external emulsion (big drops in the external phase) is
unstable, and the most internal one (small droplets inside big drops) is stable.

As seen in plots (e–f), the emulsions are more viscous when there are more drops,
particularly small drops, as in the A+ and A− zone close to the vertical inversion line. In
addition, the presence of microstructures or polymers in the external phase can quickly
increase the viscosity if necessary for the application [254,257].

4. Development of High-Performance Surfactant Formulations in Industrial
Production as well as in some Everyday Life Examples

In the following paragraphs, various examples where formulation and colloid and
interface science can be applied are summarized in a practical and fundamental way.
However, even if all the used phenomena are related to the same basic knowledge and
know-how, it is seen that each case has its particularities. This is why the previously
presented concepts on the HLD generalized formulation equation and their strong connec-
tion to the macro, mini, micro, and nanoemulsions’ properties were indispensable to be
understood first.

4.1. Surfactant Formulation Basics in Enhanced Oil Recovery

The application of Enhanced Crude Oil Recovery is placed first in this list of examples
because it was the one that in the mid-1970s motivated intensive studies on the behavior
of surfactant-oil-water systems that resuscitated Winsor’s early work proposed 25 years
before. Many reviews, probably more than 100, have been published in the past 40 years
on this EOR application in different cases of petroleum reservoirs. Our purpose is not to
add one more, but to provide our opinion on what was important in the methods using
the injection of surfactant. The first point to stress was the possibility of easily duplicating
the final recovery for the typical water-flooding techniques at this time, e.g., from 25% to
50% of the original oil in place. Since such an increase in petroleum production represents
a considerable amount of money, the available financing for research and development
becomes much more than what had been and will be used for other applications of surfac-
tants. Even if the possible scarcity of oil production in the future was not a critical reality
as it was suggested then, a lot of research and development work was started in 1975. It
was supported during 3–4 years by important financing from governments, particularly
from the USA and other developed countries. The particular consequence of this kind of
support was that an open divulgation of the results was required, contrary to the usual
situation in the industry research dealing with business opportunities. This resulted in the
publication of critical information even from industrial centers and a strong competition
between many academic laboratories looking for financing.

Thus, it was also a rare situation in which a collaboration between university and
industry could start with mutual interests, thus working with some synergy to increase
both the knowledge and the know-how. There is also no doubt that the results were useful
for petroleum production and many other applications of surfactants, as can be seen in the
considerable increase in publications exhibited in Figure 3 in the late 1970s.
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4.1.1. Capillary Number Criterion

To understand in a simple way the principle on which EOR methods are based, let
us remember that the capillary number, Nca, is a dimensionless number that relates the
viscous drainage forces and the capillary forces.

Nca = v η/γ

where v is the fluid velocity, η the viscosity, and γ the water/oil interfacial tension. It is
known that the recovery of crude oil in a porous medium is practically zero when the
capillary number is less than 10−6 and almost 100% when the capillary number is greater
than 10−3 [320,321].

Therefore, enhanced recovery methods aim to increase the capillary number by three to
four orders of magnitude. As is logical, the most reasonable thing to do at the reservoir level
is to reduce the interfacial tension since increasing the fluids’ speed or the aqueous phase’s
viscosity to displace the crude oil have their physical limitations. Therefore, the most
important aspects of the cEOR (chemical Enhanced Oil Recovery) in which the injection of
surfactants is used to alter the capillary number are only discussed here, and the chemical
methods where the surfactant is combined with polymers or alkali are added to the system
are not discussed.

In the late 1970s, intensive studies using surfactants showed the possibility of at-
taining an ultralow interfacial tension between oil and water, with a typical value below
0.001 mN/m, i.e., 100 times lower than the usual result reached with a detergent formula.
Many studies on phase behavior and interfacial tension were carried out to find out the
effect of the different variables involved in reducing the crude/water interfacial tension,
and a numerical correlation was proposed. The HLD (hydrophilic-lipophilic deviation from
optimum) equation became a generalized formulation tool increasingly used in applications
out of the petroleum recovery, particularly for its relation with emulsion properties.

However, it is important to highlight that at the optimal formulation when HLDN = 0,
the minimum interfacial tension is obviously the important event to reduce the capil-
lary forces. This is because the emulsions easily formed at low tension are very unsta-
ble [239,251]. This is a crucial aspect because it avoids an increase in viscosity that would
reduce the efficiency of the crude recovery process.

One of the most important challenges in using the optimal formulation is that it exists
exactly at the condition HLD = 0. This means that any change in any of the formulation
variables leads to an increase of the interfacial tension, and thus a reduction of the crude
recovery. This is probably why, in half a century of research on formulations for SOW
systems, an infinity of surfactant molecules have been developed and studied, many of
them with applications in EOR.

On top of the optimum formulation issue, which is the warranty of minimum tension,
there are two fundamental concepts related to the efficiency of a crude recovery process.
They are the performance and the robustness.

4.1.2. Performance of Formulation in a SOW System

The basic trends for improving formulation’s performance, i.e., to attain a lower
interfacial tension minimum, were proposed by Winsor’s pioneering work and were
corroborated during the basic EOR studies in the 1970s and early 1980s. Winsor postulated
that the first condition to achieve maximum performance was to ensure equal interactions
of the surfactant with oil (Aco) and water (Acw), such that R = Aco/Acw = 1 (see Figure 16A
in a formulation scan). As discussed previously, this is essentially the same as writing
a zero HLD = Aco-Acw = 0. However, with the R = 1 equivalent equation making it
easier to understand the performance concept, Winsor came up with a premise to improve
performance at optimum by increasing the interactions in both sides, i.e., having at optimum
R = 5/5 instead of R = 2/2, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Different kinds of surfactant molecules tail at the interface. (A) Optimum formulation
in a scan is attained when R = Aco/Acw = 1. Performance improvements at optimum formulation
are attained with different ways. (B) Increasing the interactions on both sides by changing oil and
water characteristics, e.g., lowering the water salinity and decreasing the oil ACN. (C) Increasing the
interactions on both sides by changing surfactant characteristics, increasing the “size” or importance
as far as interactions are concerned, of both head and tail groups. There are additional ways to
increase the interaction of the surfactant tail with oil without producing surfactant precipitation:
(D) branching; (E) bending with double bond; (F) having a double tail.

However, increasing both sides of the surfactant to improve the performance has
a limit. Water solubility problems always limit a lipophilic tail increase, particularly
with n-alkyl groups that cannot be longer than C16-C18. Nevertheless, the precipitation
occurrence can be avoided or at least reduced in different ways. The simplest way is to
introduce branching or twisting in the tail, either as side methyl groups resulting from the
polymerization of propylene or butylene, by having double bonds, or by placing the head
group in an internal position of a linear hydrocarbon chain, so that a double-tailed branch
is formed as in internal olefin sulfonates (Figure 16D–F).

Other ways to increase performance and avoid fractioning problems [219,247,322], or
species precipitation in high-salinity reservoirs is by using surfactant mixtures [323] or by
introducing hydrophilic and lipophilic linkers in the formulation [141]. However, inter-
molecular mixtures of surfactants and cosurfactants have fractionation problems [283,284].
This is the main reason why new molecules called extended surfactants were designed
to avoid these difficulties [157]. The first intramolecular surfactant mixtures used in EOR
were designed to achieve an intermediate compromise between anionic species that pre-
cipitate at high salinity and polyethoxylated nonionics that become lipophilic at high
temperatures [84,107,108]. The principle of temperature insensitivity by mixing anionic
and nonionic surfactants [59,109] was applied to develop intramolecular species [54] termed
extended surfactants. These molecules are longer than conventional surfactants, and have
a better performance by increasing the reach of the molecule on both sides of the inter-
face, but not with a long very hydrophobic part that could result in precipitation. These
surfactants have a lipophilic spacer (polypropylene oxide chain —PPO—) between the
conventional hydrophilic and lipophilic groups as seen in Figure 17 [168], eventually with
about 1–3 ethylene oxide groups added to easily attach the ion head and facilitate packing
as for the alkyl ether sulfates and more recently carboxylates.

The state of the art regarding trends with mixtures of surfactants and extended
molecules, which have been proven to significantly improve the performance of a for-
mulation, has been previously summarized [85] and corroborated from phase behavior
studies, including interfacial tensions and oil recovery in laboratory tests [324].
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Figure 17. Typical extended surfactant molecules containing a polypropylene oxide (PO) intermediate
(with a sulfate head on the left and a di-ethoxy-sulfate on the right). Adapted from [85].

The efficient formulations in EOR [322,325,326] are known by experience to be mix-
tures of surfactants with several characteristics previously mentioned as the keys to improve
performance: long-branched tail or double (twin)-tail olefin or alkane sulfonates [327], ex-
tended surfactant with a polypropylene oxide spacer chain and a sulfate head, or typical
anionics as alkyl aryl sulfonates [199,328,329], internal olefin sulfonates as mixtures includ-
ing hydroxyalkene sulfonate species [330] with, eventually, a few ethylene oxide groups
to improve salt tolerance [331,332] and a definite ramification and branching to reduce or
avoid the formation of gels, like in Guerbet alcohol double-tail hydrophobes with EO and
PO intermediates [199].

Table 2 shows the ingredients suggested to integrate high-performance surfactant mix-
tures for producing a lower minimum tension, as well as higher maximum solubilization
for other applications requiring a single-phase bicontinuous microemulsion.

Table 2. Principal surfactant species recommended as components of high-performance mixtures for
EOR (R = alkyl group, often branched or ramified).

Type of Surfactant Molecular Formula

Alkyl benzene sulfonate ABS R-Φ-SO3
−

Alpha olefin sulfonate AOS including
hydroxy sulfonate

R-CH = CH-CH2- SO3
−

R-CH(OH)-CH-CH2-SO3
−

Secondary alkane sulfonate SAS R1-CH(SO3
−)R2

Internal olefin sulfonate IOS including
hydroxy sulfonate

R1-CH = CH-CH(SO3
−)R2

R1-CH(OH)-CH-CH2(SO3
−)R2

Alcohol ethoxy sulfate AES R-O-[CH2-CH2-O]n-SO3
−

Alcohol ethoxy sulfonate AES R1-O-[CH2-CH2-O]n-O-CH(R2)CH2SO3
−

Alcohol ethoxy carboxylate AEC R1-O-[CH2-CH2-O]n-O-CH(R2)CH2COO−
Extended alkyl-propoxy-sulfonate
Extended alkyl-propoxy-ethoxy-sulfonate

R-O-[CH(CH3)-CH2-O]m-SO3
−

R-O-[CH(CH3)-CH2-O]m-[CH2-CH2-O]n SO3
−

Extended alkyl-propoxy-ethoxy-carboxylates R-O-[CH(CH3)-CH2-O]m-[CH2-CH2-O]n COO−

These proposed surfactant mixtures also contain, in general, co-surfactants, particu-
larly branched ones like sec-butanol, isobutanol, or ter-pentanol, which do not significantly
alter the HLD. These co-surfactants have been known since 1975 to produce disorder,
avoid the formation of viscous gels or precipitates with anionic surfactants, and speed up
equilibration. However, most of the time, they also decrease the performance by reducing
the surfactant’s interfacial density [333].

Nevertheless, co-surfactants are also known to have some favorable effects, such as
improving long-tail surfactant solubility and reducing their adsorption [334].
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4.1.3. Robustness of an Optimum Formulation

Optimum formulation robustness [335] is defined as the width of the area that presents
a three-phase behavior around the optimal formulation, whatever the variable studied:
salinity, temperature, etc. Since an ultra-low interfacial tension must be maintained during
the formulation injection process, robustness is an important property of the injected
fluid. However, even with formulations containing a single surfactant, there is the risk
of chromatographic separation of amphiphiles, because a technical grade surfactant is
composed not of a pure molecule, but rather a mixture of isomers and reaction byproducts.

Therefore, important strategies have been suggested to optimize the formulation
with surfactants, ranging from using the salinity gradient [336], or the retrograde transi-
tion [335,337,338] to increase formulation robustness against unavoidable changes such as
surfactant concentration (due to active material loss because of adsorption on the rock),
fractionation at the water/oil interface, and changes in the WOR relationship [250,339],
including temperature changes in different areas of the reservoir. It has been proven that
formulation robustness is achieved through the best choice of mixtures from two and up
to three types of surfactants, which produce insensitivity to dilution, temperature, and
salinity [324,335].

The fact that there are many candidate surfactants in a SOW system with possible
interactions, such as association, segregation, and selective partitioning between phases
and adsorption at the interface, coupled with the nature of oil and brine and their often
complex composition, could be critical and could lead to considerable changes in the SCP,
EACN, and S description parameters at the interface.

Consequently, it can be said that the HLDN = 0 published correlation with 4–5 global
variables is not enough and should be completed with some information on 3–4 more
variables at least, in particular on the surfactants and co-surfactants mixing rules as well as
similar problems with oils and electrolytes. In this type of system with many variables, the
Surfactant Contribution Parameter (SCP) is an important tool, together with all the infor-
mation obtained in the last 50 years of studies, but most of the complex cases have not been
published, and intensive empirical work has to be carried out for specific reservoir cases.

4.2. Development of a Detergent Formula for Washing Machines

We examine in this section a classic formulation case: the development of a high-
performance detergent product for washing machines. It is a product with particular
properties depending on the requirements or water characteristics of a country or city, or
the conditions of use, such as temperature and electrolyte content of water. Such a product
has been developed in several companies and, therefore, the product is not new, but usually,
each case presents different results.

In the case of a detergent, there are requirements of various types in terms of products
(surfactants, polymers, oxidants, pH agents, enzymes), and for different cleaning effects
(roll off of the dirt, change of wettability, and solubilization of water-insoluble material,
saponification of grease) [1,107].

Several mechanisms are in play during detergency. The two most important are the
takeoff of dirty solid and dirty liquid, whose adhesion has a different nature, according
to Figure 18. For dirty solids, the adsorption of the surfactant in the particles favors their
separation. On the other hand, for dirty liquids, it is the variation of interfacial tension that
produces a change in the wettability of the substrate and has a favorable effect reducing
the adhesion of the dirt and preventing its redeposition. In all cases, mechanical agitation
is decisive [1,40].

Nevertheless, this type of mechanism is different from enhanced oil recovery [324,335],
or water in crude oil emulsion breaking [143,145,148], where an HLDN = 0 for minimum
interfacial tension should be attained [84]. The detergency mechanism involves a change of
wettability and solubilization in micelles in a WI microemulsion, not in a microemulsion
middle phase, as depicted in Figure 18. This is mainly because the minimum surfactant
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or active component concentration should be used, which means a very diluted aqueous
system at a WI situation [40,96].

Figure 18. Mechanisms of takeoff of dirt of a solid substrate. (A) Dirty solid on a solid. (B) Dirty
liquid on a solid.

Depending on the particular cases as to the nature of the dirt, temperature, electrolytes,
and mechanical agitation, one mechanism will be used more than another. In addition, other
aspects must be taken into account, such as redeposition of the dirt already detached from
the substrate or the formation of inconvenient foam by gas incorporation during agitation.

After several tests with different ingredients and a process study by washing, changing
the soaking time, stirring, rinsing, etc., a formulation like the one shown in Table 3 is usually
found. This is a typical example of a cold or warm washing machine with hard water and a
large quantity of protein dirt.

Table 3. Typical formulation example for a powder detergent [340].

Component Function %

Sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate ABS surfactant 15
Tridecanol + 8EO Nonionic surfactant (Ca++ resist.) 5
Oleic soap Antifoamer 3
Hidrofobic silica Antifoamer 0.5
Sodium tripolyphosphate Builder-sequestering (Ca++) agent 50
Silicate (alkaline) Builder 15
Sodium sulfate + water Cohesion charge 7
Carboximethylcellulose Antiredeposition agent Variable
Protease, Lipase, Cellulase, Amylase Enzymes Variable
Perborate Whitening agent Variable
EDTA Perborate activator Variable
Fluorescence agents Brightness Variable
Perfume Sensory Variable

The formulation in Table 3 contains many ingredients with hundreds of possible cases
of exchanging components for others and changing the quantities. Note that this type
of formula is practically classic; hence, to make innovation in a product, it is necessary
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to introduce new properties that improve the efficiency of the detergent in its use. For
example, the surface of washed clothes can be conditioned to retain less dirt in use and/or
be easier to wash the next time.

The effects are sometimes astonishingly innovative and have extraordinary properties
as, for example, when Sasol, BASF, and Evonik presented new products, including new
biobased surfactants [341–343]. This type of presentation as a sensational novelty is not
new. However, it can sometimes have remarkable progress, such as introducing synthetic
surfactants in 1930–1940 to replace soaps [97].

Extended surfactants are not the most suitable detergents due to biodegradability
issues of the polypropylene/polyethylene oxide chain [344], in contrast with other applica-
tions such as EOR and crude oil dewatering [166,233,265,345,346], where the discharge is
not to water bodies. Nevertheless, since 2006, several studies have shown the performant
properties of extended surfactants to clean dirty soils and surfaces (Table 4). Studies in
2006 on detergency indicated that extended surfactants could solubilize hexadecane oil
with efficiency on cotton fibers higher than 90%, using A/12/12/2/S [347] and A/12-
13/8/0/S at 0.2% at optimum formulation, with 12% NaCl (IFT = 0.011 mN/m) [348]. This
very high salinity in formulations [348] is a non-desirable situation for washing machines;
hence, studies continued with other extended molecule structures and other oils. In 2009,
Do et al. [349] found a 90% detergency efficiency for canola oil using A/10/18/2/S at
5% NaCl with an optimum of 0.008 mN/m at 25 ◦C. Although salinity reduction was
found, 5% NaCl is still far from a desirable cleaning formulation. Later, similar results
were found [350,351] with A/14-15/8/0/S and A/12-13/4/0/S surfactants, although still
at a high 4%–5% NaCl content and canola oil at 25–40 ◦C. Phaodee et al. [305] worked
with solid non-particulate soils (solidified coconut oil) at 10 ◦C with only 45% removal
at high salinity (8% NaCl). Then, a year later, detergency higher than 90% removal was
found at these cold temperatures using an octanol cosurfactant at 90 mmol, which probably
acted as a lipophilic linker, with an IFT of 0.03 mN/m [117,304]. Although some advances
have been reached regarding detergency studies, the main feature extended surfactants
present is having a linker-like intramolecular structure for the use at high salinities (with
no precipitation) to solubilize polar oils. Additionally, another rather important feature is
having a high SAT without surfactant precipitation (or liquid crystal formation), which
lowers the optimum salinity where a WIII system occurs. In this last outlined research [117],
a high detergency performance was seen at the WI condition, near HLDN = 0, or even at
negatives HLDN, which gives some robustness for lower salinity (2% NaCl).

Table 4. Detergency studies using extended surfactants. Surfactant concentration, type of oil removed,
temperature, interfacial tension at optimum, and detergency % are presented.

Extended
Surfactant * Surfactant conc. (%) Oil NaCl (%) T (◦C) IFT (mN/m) Detergency (%) Reference

H/12/12/2/S NR Hexadecane NR NR NR 98 [347]
A/12-13/8/0/S 0.2 Hexadecane 12 30 0.011 93 [348]
A/10/18/2/S 0.25 Canola oil 5 25 0.008 93 [349]

A/14-15/8/0/S 0.06 Canola oil 4 25 0.08 93 [350]
A/12-13/4/0/S 0.1 Palmitate 5 40 0.02 78 [351]
A/14-15/8/0/S 0.1 Palm oil 8 10 0.08 45 [305]

A/10/4/0/S 0.1 + C8OH Canola oil 2 10 0.08 98 [304]
A/14-15/8/0/S 0.1 + C8OH Canola oil 2 25 0.04 92 [117]

* Nomenclature: A: Alfoterra, H: Huntsman. For example, H/12/12/2/S stands for Huntsman/C12/PO12/
EO2/SO4.

4.3. Development of a Nanoemulsion Formulation for Intravenous Administration
(Parenteral Emulsion)

Nanoemulsions for intravenous administration, also called submicronized emulsions
or parenteral emulsions, have been used for decades to administer essential calorie lipids
and drugs to patients who cannot be fed by the gastrointestinal route [352–356]. This type
of emulsions has been obtained traditionally by very high shear processing, including
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energy-intensive homogenizers and microfluidizers, therefore having high CO2 equivalent
emissions [357–361].

Since the early 2000s, low-energy methods to attain nanoemulsions have been devel-
oped [61,173,362] and used in practice for different applications [43,363,364]. Nanoemul-
sions have been defined as dispersed systems of two immiscible liquid phases. The
dispersed phase presents droplet sizes smaller than 500 nm and can be as low as a few
nanometers [45,360,365–368]. The know-how advanced throughout more than 10 years of
research in the field has allowed attaining nanoemulsions of polar oils, e.g., paraffin oil and
triglyceride oils from different sources (soya, corn, canola, almond) [369–374]. The process
is mature and the physicochemical phenomena to obtain a fine particle emulsion with low
energy of mixing has been explained [61,367,375,376].

Additionally, this type of emulsification permits obtaining functionalized systems by
encapsulating substances with a specific property, e.g., antioxidant, anesthetic, analgesic,
solar filter, etc., when formulation principles are applied properly [62,356,358,375,377].

Triglycerides with unsaturated fatty acid chains are difficult to emulsify due to their
polar character and the generation of steric hindrance within the chains, which produces
a bulky configuration [378]. Therefore, the emulsification procedure and the surfactant
selection are crucial [356,371,374]. The surfactants used as emulsifiers in parenteral emul-
sions must be biocompatible and preferably transformed by the body, as in the case of
soya and egg yolk lecithin [153,354,379–382]. The latter is mainly formed by phospholipids,
behaving as amphoteric surfactants. Such is the case of 1,2 diacyl phosphocholine, better
known as phosphatidylcholine [383,384]. Other food-grade surfactants have been used
as non-ethoxylated and ethoxylated sorbitan esters, respectively [374,385], but with some
limits for intravenous administration in high quantities [386,387].

Other types of triglycerides with smaller fatty acid chain sizes have also been used,
including medium-chain triglycerides (MCT), which are common in many formulations
nowadays. This functionalization allows more bioavailability of the triglycerides and easier
emulsification due to the shorter chain, although at a higher cost [383,388–390].

The preferred low-energy emulsification method to attain nanoemulsions intended for
parenteral application is the phase transition emulsification, also known as the emulsion
inversion composition method, or spontaneous emulsification [61,88,356,360,376,391–393],
which is different from crossing the HLD = 0 zone. It produces an emulsion with a low
polydispersity droplet size distribution to ensure that all the droplet diameters are below
the size of a vein capillary (5 µm). The first step to formulate a parenteral emulsion is
the selection of the oil (usually soya oil) and the content of the oil (internal phase), which
usually is 20%. Then, adjusting the aqueous phase to an isotonic condition is performed
using glycerol (generally 2.5%) [352,354,356,374].

The surfactant choice is crucial for the phase transition method, i.e., this is mainly a
physicochemical method based on the formation of a lamellar liquid crystal phase when the
aqueous phase is added slowly to an oil and surfactant mixture [2,36,61,173,364,367,372,394].
This surfactant mixture is usually at an HLDN < 0 but not too negative to allow the
formation of an O/W emulsion at equilibrium and also the intermediate liquid crystal
phase [373,376,392]. It has been discussed that this LαLC phase surrounds the droplet,
rendering its high stability and nanometric droplet size [61,88,173,356,376,395,396]. Soya
lecithin has a negative SCPN, whose structure provides hydrophilicity, and it has been
shown that the phase transition method works acceptably well for this mixture of several
phosphatidylcholines [356].

The liquid crystalline phase formation in SOW systems uses sorbitan surfactants,
e.g., Tween 80 (HLB = 15) and Span 20 (HLB = 8.6) to attain a mixture at HLB near 12,
i.e., hydrophilic [372,374]. This allows the formation of a high-stability O/W emulsion
in the gray zone A− in Figure 15D, which, it has been argued, is stabilized by a liquid
crystal layer that surrounds the droplet. This type of emulsification depends mainly on
two factors. First, the attainment of a formulation situation at HLD < 0, but not too far from
HLD = 0, allows the formation of a hydrophilic surfactant in oil microemulsion (red point)
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that becomes a curvature zero lamellar liquid as soon as some water is added, as seen in
Figure 19. The second is that when more water is added, the system composition moves
along the arrow in the W corner direction. The LC swells into layers, breaking under low
shear to form very small elongated aggregates that become nanodroplets [173,356,392,397].
Another interesting feature is that when the nonionic surfactant solution is diluted, i.e.,
when its concentration decreases along the arrow displacement, the interfacially adsorbed
ethoxylated mixture becomes more hydrophilic (Figure 19). This means that the system
HLDN tends to decrease, its representative point going to the center of the A− zone in
Figure 15D, where stability is higher.

Figure 19. Spontaneous emulsification method is shown in a schematic surfactant-oil-water ternary
diagram. The red dot on the surfactant-oil axis is the starting composition. The arrow shows the path
followed during aqueous phase addition and the structures formed during this displacement.

Homogenization continues to be the preferred industrial method in the formulation of
parenteral emulsions, attaining droplet sizes lower than 0.2 µm [51,359,361,366,398], but
with a high energy cost. This will allow low-energy emulsification methods, with better
mixing technologies for viscous fluids, to be used in different areas of research, mainly
pharmaceutics and cosmetics.

4.4. Formulation of a Functionalized Nanoemulsion for the Administration of a Pharmaceutical or
Cosmetic Active Substance

Formulators can also use the low-energy emulsification method [61,173] to attain
O/W nanoemulsions for administering pharmaceutical or cosmetic substances [62,366].
This functionalized nanoemulsion must be formulated with biocompatible substances
that allow not only an efficient administration (humectability, adequate film formation,
no irritation [399–401]), but also the diffusion and adsorption of the active substance in
the target layer of the skin [402–404]. Assays on surrogate membranes that simulate the
skin transdermal passage are of utmost importance in this regard. Different surrogate
membranes have been engineered to attain similar diffusion coefficients to those of a wide
variety of substances throughout the skin [403,405,406]. One of them, Strat-M synthetic
membranes, is depicted schematically in Figure 20. This type of assay is performed as
a membrane passage experiment with a Franz diffusion cell method [407,408]. Fick’s
laws of diffusion describe the transdermal permeation [405,406,409] by relating flow and
apparent permeability.

Performant passage of the pharmaceutical or cosmetic active principle through the
synthetic membrane has been proven to indicate a similar behavior on the skin. There-
fore, the study of the transdermal passage of an active substance in a functionalized
nanoemulsion can be performed in a reproducible and repeatable manner. Recently, this
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approach was used to formulate and deploy a promising Leishmaniasis treatment with a
nanoemulsion-based cream, tailored to be applied on the skin [410].

Figure 20. Schematic representation of the transdermal delivery through human skin and Strat-MTM

membrane [403,407,409].

After a high stability nanoemulsion and adequate transdermal passage have been at-
tained, the formulation’s final steps are performed. This comprises adding the components
for achieving a product with sensory properties that will provide consumer acceptance,
including [411,412]:

1. Viscosifier: a skin-compatible polymer like Carbopol in an adequate concentration
can be used. Attaining good rheological properties will generate spreading over the
skin and a concomitant adequate film formation. Good administration at high shear
requires a shear-thinning behavior (for example, a Carreau type flow curve would be
preferable). Feeling to the touch is attained by having a viscoelastic but a relatively
not so high elastic (or normal stress) component, avoiding a “sticky” feeling to the
touch [81,401].

2. Fragrance: usually small organic molecules that gives a specific sense. Those could
be inside the droplets (if they are oil soluble) or in the aqueous phase. Usually,
encapsulating the essence in the droplets will provide a more lasting effect due to a
controlled release. The high volatility of such small substances in an aqueous phase
can make their evaporation fast [413,414].

3. Color: the color of a nanoemulsion is most of the time bluish-white with good con-
sumer acceptance. If that is not the case, some biocompatible color-giving substances
can be added [415].

Sensory studies are carried out preferably at the end of the formulation stage before
in vivo trials. A detailed feasibility study, including consumer perception, is performed
after in vivo trials are finished.

After all the previous steps are attained, the system, the fluid emulsion, cream, or
gel (according to its final presentation) will have properties intrinsically related to its
microstructure. A schematic representation of a nanoemulsion with a polymer as a rheology
modifier for application as a cream is presented in Figure 21 [401].

These previous steps (i.e., formulation and in vitro trials) would indicate a well-
formulated product ready for in vivo trials [400,416]. These trials could include application
in animal skin (e.g., rabbits) or human skin. Multiple factors are analyzed in this step,
maintaining the skin integrality (no rash or irritation) and studying the effects and effective-
ness of the active principle on the subjects, which are related to health and pharmaceutical
sciences. This type of study was performed in a recent report where a cutaneous Leishma-
niasis treatment was implemented in patients with efficacy and good results [410]. This is
an example of synergy when universities and the pharmaceutical industry collaborate to
formulate a product in an expedited manner. In this case, a non-profit project is helping
thousands of inhabitants in tropical countries that do not have the economic resources to
receive treatment without painful and costly cutaneous parenteral injections [257,417,418].
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Figure 21. Scheme of the proposed microstructure and mechanism of stabilization of the cream [410].

4.5. Development of a Microemulsion Formula for Wood Preservation

The success of wood protection depends on the species it comes from, its impregnabil-
ity, the quality of the preservative formulation, and the treatment method. Therefore, it is
necessary to establish a wettability map of the wood to be treated [419].

The heterogeneous characteristics of wood surfaces and the diversity of fibers, internal
spaces, and capillarity of this matrix are crucial to understand and characterize the interface
created between the solid (wood surface) and the liquid of the preservative formulation.
Selecting one formulation requires studying the effect of penetration and interaction of the
different media selected with the various substances that naturally occur and exist within
the selected woods. The retention and absorption process of preservative substances will
depend on several factors, including the wood type and species, the types of degrading
agents to which the wood will be exposed (biological risks), environment conditions (dry
or wet), end-use, volume to be protected, absorption capacity, and the amount of product
applied that is inserted in the matrix within the wood [420,421].

A strategy to achieve a more homogeneous distribution of a wood preservative in-
volves the formulation of emulsions or microemulsions that fulfill two main functions: the
first being the distribution of the preservative’s active component and the second to ensure
the complete penetration of the preservative throughout the wood, without the leaching of
the product outside.

The use of products based on heavy metals salts or petroleum derivatives (creosotes),
both very toxic and potentially carcinogenic, must be avoided in the formulation of new
preservatives. Several active ingredients of organometallic compounds of zinc and copper
have been developed in our laboratory that can be readily dissolved in vegetable oil.
Mixtures of these zinc and copper-based surfactants and their respective single phase (as
seen in Figure 22) microemulsions attained at HLDN = 0 have been proven to have high
protection activity in different wood substrates, hardwoods, and softwoods. In addition,
the organometallic compounds of zinc and copper have low water solubility. Thus, when
dissolved in vegetable oil and using a microemulsion as a vehicle, the copper and zinc salts
can penetrate more easily into the wood when diluted in an aqueous phase.

Figure 22. Left: liquid crystals of organometallic zinc, copper, and copper chloroacetate, respectively.
Right: microemulsions of organometallic zinc, copper, and copper chloroacetate. Adapted from [422].
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4.6. Emulsion Development for the Lubrication and Cooling of Metal Lamination Machines

Lamination is used in steels, aluminum, copper, magnesium, lead, tin, zinc, and
their alloy manufacturing processes. Almost all metals used in industry have undergone
lamination at some stage of their formation. The development of an aluminium lamination
product has been carried out in our laboratory by using aluminum plates of 5 m × 1 m in
an industrial partner plant. The plates were subjected to pressure between two rollers of
1000 atm to attain an aluminum plaque of much less than 1 cm thickness (Figure 23). The
plates require several passes between the rollers until they reach the desired foil thickness.

Figure 23. Schematic of O/W emulsion formulation and application for high-performance lamination.

This process requires lubricating the plate, where there is some slipping and removing
heat generated by friction losses and metal heating. In addition, lamination should be
performed homogeneously to avoid irregularities in the sheet (thickness).

The laminating emulsion containing 5% oil and 95% water is formulated with a
nonionic surfactant that allows a phase transition from an O/W (HLDN < 0 at relatively low
temperature in the red point) to a W/O emulsion (HLDN > 0) at a higher final temperature.
The changes in the process follow the black arrow in Figure 23, which indicates the double
change, i.e., an extreme reduction of the water content produced by water evaporation and
the change in HLD sign from negative to positive due to the temperature-increase effect on
a nonionic surfactant system.

4.7. Treating Petroleum Field Outputs: Breaking of W/O Emulsions in Dehydration Processes and
of O/W Low Internal Phase Emulsion in Production Water

In the current oil production technology, and after the first months from starting
with a new reservoir, a mixture of oil and water is produced. It often contains a high
percentage of water as in the usual waterflood methods, as a loose O/W emulsion. Since
the speed of displacement in the reservoir pores is quite low, e.g., 1 ft/day, the stirring of
the two-phase flow is very low. Thus, the interfacial tension is high so that the usually
produced dispersion of oil in water separates in a quick creaming of the oil and a large
part of the water phase separates at the well output in the so-called “free water knock
out” shown in Figure 24 left. This separation can be enhanced by other physical processes
like artificial gravity (hydrocyclone centrifugation) and/or filtration on some membranes
with appropriate wettability. As far as the produced oil is concerned, it is usually a W/O
emulsion stabilized by the asphaltenes and other slightly polar molecules present in the
crude oil [423], resulting in a positive HLD value. Solid particles, often of precipitated
asphaltenes resulting from the physicochemical changes in temperature and pressure
during the production, are also present after some time from one to several days [424].
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Figure 24. Separation of oil and water phase at the petroleum well.

The water drops in the W/O emulsion are generally small (in the µm range) and are
critical for the quality of the oil, because of the increase of the liquid to be transported and
because they have to be removed quickly in the so-called dehydration processes, which
is carried out in equipment schematically shown in Figure 24 right. The most important
item in this scheme is introducing the proper demulsifier product as soon as possible,
eventually downhole in some cases. The demulsifier formulation, i.e., the product to
attain an optimum formulation to considerably reduce the W/O emulsion stability, i.e.,
10,000 times or more, has been discussed in several hundred papers over the past 40 years.
It is not discussed here because an extensive review on the chemical demulsifying has
been just published [56], showing how much progress has been made in the past decades
applying the HLD concept. The review also reported that there are still difficulties because
of the complexity of crudes oils and the lack of numerical evaluation of the asphaltenes
as lipophilic surfactants. The W/O emulsion breaking also includes physical effects like
increasing temperature to reduce the oil external phase viscosity, often increases the density
difference in the phases, and helps to desorb asphaltenes. It also increases the drop collision
frequency, the Stokes’s law sedimentation factor, and tends to dissolve paraffin crystals and
asphaltenes clusters and aggregates. Another physical effect that has been used for a long
time, and is currently used in the separation equipment is the electrocoalescence applying a
direct or alternate electrical field, as well as magnetic fields, as recently proposed [425,426].

During the oil production process, large volumes of water associated with crude oil
are generated and called “production waters.” They correspond to the FWKO (Free Water
Knockout) and separated water shown in Figure 24 equipment. After being separated
from the crude oil in settling tanks or API (American Petroleum Institute) separators,
among other processes, these waters often contain less than 5000 ppm of crude oil with
droplet sizes close to one micron, in addition to suspended and dissolved solids. These
tiny drops of crude oil make the water quite cloudy. Its treatment with flocculating agents
is difficult, since it is unlikely that there will be interactions between the drops to promote
their coalescence, because of their scarcity and low settling velocity. Waters with the
same characteristics, such as effluents from oil refineries, can also be found with the same
problems [427].

Different types of treatment for these effluents are designed through an environmental
management plan. There are physical and chemical methods to separate the crude, which
bring the produced water to specifications, either for its disposal into the environment
(rivers, lakes, and seas) or for reinjection in wells. The gravitational, coalescence, flotation,
and filtration methods are used at the physical level. At a chemical level, in the treatment
of the produced water, flocculating additives, biocides, scale inhibitors, among others, are
used to achieve its adequate disposal [428–430].

Water, in some cases, may have alternative uses, but these are severely limited due
to its quality. Once treated, these waters can be injected into abandoned oil wells through
water injection plants (Figure 25) or injected into wells intentionally to maintain pressure
in the reservoir or as a secondary recovery method when injected with polymers.
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Figure 25. Separation scheme of production water and water injection plant.

The characterization of effluents is necessary to study and design production water
treatments. Among the most critical parameters to be determined are oil content (oil), solids
content, sizes, and densities of oil particles and solids. These characterizations are carried
out through different standards, such as ASTM-D-7678 [431] and Standard Methods for the
Examination of Water & Wastewater (2560–2000) [432].

The dispersed oil droplet’s diameter in O/W emulsions ranges from 0.5 µm to 200 µm
(Figure 26) and represents a key factor in water treatment selection. In these processes,
Stokes’ law governs the relationship between the diameter of the oil drop and its sedimen-
tation rate, having a great effect on the efficiency of the separation equipment used for its
removal. According to Stokes’ law, the larger the droplet size, the higher their separation
efficiency, which is crucial for the removed water to comply with standards and regulations.
Consequently, the smallest droplets around 1 µm are the most critical problem [433]. On
the one hand, the latter could be addressed by using formulation phenomena and attaining
the optimum formulation to increase droplet coalescence and separation [56,434] and, on
the other hand, by using membrane filtration technology [435,436].

Generally, the separation equipment manufacturers do not recommend chemical
demulsifier formulations to treat these O/W emulsions at HLD = 0, so service companies
perform extravagant applications. Many of these formulations are designed and adjusted
by trial and error.

Duan et al. [437] developed a block polymer that helps flocculate oil droplets in water
for these systems. The EACN of the crude oil and the salinity of the production water
must be determined, leaving the temperature and the characteristics of the surfactant as
adjustment variables. Moreover, some recent practical equipment designs [434] use the
HLDN model as a tool to study O/W emulsions and develop formulations that allow oil
separation for different oil concentrations. The knowledge and application of the HLDN
method and the use of the formulation composition diagram (Figure 15) allow predicting
the phase behavior and stability of the surfactant-water-oil systems and the design of
formulations for oil containing effluents treatment. In this sense, as in crude oil dewatering
and desalting processes in the refineries where the oil amount is, in general, more than
60%–70%, the HLDN is a more complete tool to design emulsion breaking formulations.
HLDN accounts for the different KA coefficients in the original HLD equation of the
natural surfactants and demulsifiers in a normalized way. When the previous treatments
involved an O/W formulation (in particular because of an excess of demulsifier used in the
petroleum production), the formulation change is performed in this case from HLDN < 0 to
HLDN = 0, by adding a somewhat lipophilic surfactant with an SCPN > 0, generally block
copolymers, i.e., very big surfactant-like molecules that play complex synergies, and allows
the flocculating of small oil droplets and to concentrate them and favor their separation.
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Figure 26. Crude oil droplets size distribution in water. Heavy crude oil from the Orinoco Belt
(Venezuela). Measuring equipment: Malvern Mastersizer, Model 2000.

4.8. Explosive Products Made with an Unusual W/O Emulsion

The highly concentrated emulsions (HCE) correspond to the case in which the internal
phase droplets exceed 70% of the total volume, with a maximum close packing of uniform
spheres at 74%. However, even if a higher content of spheres could be attained when there
is a size distribution, above 75% of internal phase volume, there are strong interactions
of neighboring drops and thus an often considerable deformation of them. This results in
a mechanical interference with a free movement and a significantly high viscosity with a
non-Newtonian behavior, often called gel-emulsion [438].

In such cases, thin external phase lamellae between the droplets and the emulsion
stabilization require a very effective surfactant at the interface to avoid film breaking. HCE
has various applications, particularly in foods, cosmetics, and medical products [439], but
one of the most interesting and surprising cases is their use as creamy explosives.

The first explosive stronger than black powder was nitroglycerin, introduced in 1850,
later replaced by less dangerous nitrotoluene, or even more complex and stable mixtures
like dynamite proposed by the famous Alfred Nobel. The ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3),
available as fertilizer more than 100 years ago, was also found to be eventually an explosive,
but nitroglycerin dominated the civil market until 1950. Then, the commercial explosives
mostly used in surface or underground mining as well as quarrying, tunneling, or construc-
tion in the past 70 years have been the mixture of ammonium nitrate (AN), often as small
pellets, and hydrocarbon fuel oil (FO), so-called ANFO [440].

The AN was selected in the explosive business because of its contents of oxygen in a
solid substance, and its strong reaction with hydrocarbons that results in gas molecules at
high pressure, which produces a shock wave velocity of detonation (VOD) of 2000–3000 m/s,
i.e., much higher than the sound velocity (300 m/s).

3 NH4NO3 + -CH2− => N2 + CO2 + 7 H2O + 82 Kcal/mol or 3900 kJ/kg

It was shown that at the stoichiometric balance of 94.5 wt% AN and 5.5 wt % diesel
FO, the gases mentioned above are the only ones when detonation conditions are optimal.
However, the blast results in small amounts of toxic gases like carbon monoxide and various
nitrogen oxides in practice. It was shown that in real cases, a small lack of hydrocarbon
notably reduces the produced energy, much more than a small excess of it. Consequently,
the amount of hydrocarbon is taken as slightly higher than ideal, i.e., about 6%–7%. Other
studies indicated that a small amount of gas in the mixture, e.g., with extra porous AN
prills, hollow microballoons, or gasing agents (e.g., sodium nitrite, urea, or hydrazine
hydrate) results in long-term stability and higher VOD [440].

Moisture in AN particles has to be very low (<0.2%) because it alters the VOD; thus,
the mixture of AN prills and diesel oil should stay dry and not be used in a watery borehole.
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Some plastic coverage of the hole wall or water-proof coating of the prills with a resistant
barrier made with guar gum or other polymers was not found to be satisfactory.

This is why the formation of a W/O emulsion with a very small amount of exter-
nal oil phase has become the right solution in the late 1960s, after more than a decade
of confidential studies, because AN/FO emulsion is not diluted when contacted with
water [126].

Emulsions with aqueous jelly-like AN small drops, say from 1 to 10 µm size, in general
with a wide distribution to reduce the emulsion viscosity [433,441] produce an intimate
contact, and thus a good performance in the explosion. The water phase pseudo-liquid
state is kept by creating AN crystallization resistance, which should remain liquid down
to freezing temperature, when the fudge point to make the AN solution is about 70 ◦C.
Thorough research has been dedicated to preventing crystal growth and its propagation
through the emulsion, with many improvements found with anionic mixtures containing
lauryl sulfate or phosphate, phenyl, or naphthyl sulfonate [440].

The oil phase of the W/O emulsion is not necessarily a very pure product. In practice,
some partially refined products like #2 diesel oil with a high boiling point but a low
viscosity are appropriate. In addition, using light crude oil with asphaltenes in a small
quantity might help in retarding the water drop coalescence, which has been reported to be
advantageous in some cases [440].

This kind of W/O emulsion should be stabilized by lipophilic surfactants, usually
with a 4–5 value in the HLB scale proposed by Griffin, who worked in Atlas Powder ten
years before the same company started to patent the explosive emulsion formulations. This
seems to be a strange coincidence, even if Griffin’s official goal when he proposed the HLB
scale was to produce stable O/W emulsions for other purposes.

The proposed lipophilic surfactants to stabilize the ANFO W/O emulsions are not so
evident because one of the important roles is to avoid the nucleation of the nitrate salts to
keep the molten state of the water phase. The fact that the salinity in the supersaturated
water phase is extremely high (sometimes with calcium ions) allows selecting surfactants
that generate O/W emulsions at low salinity like alkyl carboxylates or sulfates. Thus,
passing to an inverse emulsion W/O at high salinity, according to the HLD equation
discussed previously, because of the strong effect of the LnS term allows changing the
HLD sign.

However, such short and n-alkyl tail surfactant candidates were not very good at
strongly stabilizing the W/O emulsion because of the thin film produced.

Consequently, the most proposed surfactant in the first patents in the 1960–1970s were
sorbitan esters with one, two, or three stearic or oleic chains, i.e., the typical so-called Span
products. More recently, derivatives of the polyisobutenyl succinic anhydride (PIBSA) have
been preferred by companies formulating the emulsion explosives, with a polyisobutylene
part having a MW of about 1000 Da, i.e., about 80 carbon atoms [442]. The PIBSA produces
surfactant derivatives by reacting with ethylenediamine, diethylene tetramine, mono/di-
ethanolamines, urea, methyl urea, biuret or triuret, aminourea, polysuccinimide, alkyl,
or aryl compounds with nitrile, keto, halogen, nitro, and other structures, some of them
shown in Figure 27.

It was suggested that the stabilization of such emulsion requires several demands on
the emulsifier effects: (1) the surfactant has to reduce the interfacial tension to stabilize
the new surface quickly; (2) the second reality is the production of a bilayer in the thin
films between the packed droplets with non-spherical shape; (3) the slower coalescence and
(4) the reduction of crystallization of ammonium nitrate; And (5) the explosion capacity.

The liquid droplets have a wide distribution of size to reduce the viscosity, often a
binary mixture [443], but because of the very high content, the drops in a gel emulsion
have a polygonal shape, as seen in Figure 28. It is worth remembering that the drop
phase consists of a supercooled aqueous solution of 80–85 wt% or more ammonium nitrate,
which is in the state of hydrous melt where ions can move about easily, as discussed in the
literature despite the viscoelasticity [444].
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Figure 27. Typical surfactant derivatives used in explosive emulsions, in particular the polyisobuty-
lene succinic anhydride (PIBSA) derivatives in which R contains about 20 PIB units.

Figure 28. Typical aspect of compacted drops in a high internal phase W/O emulsion with a
dispersed distribution.

Rheology of HCE is, of course, complex [443,445–447], but it is possible to have it
pumped in a stable flow [448]. As far as the fabrication of the HCE is concerned, there
are many methods, mostly copied from the food products. They essentially consist of
step-by-step addition of an aqueous gel phase into a stirred oil phase, not with a very
strong energy that could invert the emulsion. In practice, the initial temperature is above
the melting point of the AN (70 ◦C), and then it is cooled down using a second mixing
process with a slow motion and very high shear apparatus. No citation is proposed here
to avoid unfairness because of an extreme variety linked with specific equipment and
emulsifier products, which is easily found in the technical literature.

5. Conclusions and Perspectives

The formulation of multiphase systems progressed extensively in the 20th century.
The study of theoretical and practical aspects of surfactant-oil-water systems allowed
the significant development of know-how and the formulation of thousands of prod-
ucts in cosmetic, food, pharmaceutics, petroleum, pulp and paper, and environmental
remediation industries.

At the beginning of the development of surfactant science, there were practical (Ban-
croft, Griffin) and fundamental (Winsor, Beerbower) contributions, even though they were
from different industries, e.g., soaps, cosmetics, explosives, or researchers in universities.
In the 1960s, contributions and advances on solubilization parameters were attained, in
this case, related to polymer solubilization for paints. Nevertheless, Hansen proposal
of three components (HSP), and eventually Hildebrand and Scott, who introduced the
solubilization parameter concept, helped contribute to a better understanding of soft matter
behavior. These pioneers gave way to the 1960–1970s studies by Shinoda’s group in Japan
and Wade and Schechter’s group at the University of Texas. The background and advances
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in surfactant science and mainly Winsor’s studies were of the utmost importance to develop
the multivariable equation (known today as HLD) that can account for the interactions of
simple surfactant systems with oil and water.

There is no doubt that HLB was a sometimes arbitrary number. Nevertheless, it was
an excellent abbreviation and a clear name, although not based on a balance of interactions,
because Griffin was looking for a stable O/W emulsion, that is, HLB = 15–20. Incidentally,
Griffin wanted a stable O/W emulsion, but his company Atlas Powder, which had gotten
into explosive emulsions, wanted stable W/O emulsions with 90% water phase (actually
from a medium nitrate gel, which is to say, liquid-solid oxygen).

Despite the conceptual advances of Winsor and Beerbower and the development of
the hydrophilic-lipophilic deviation equation in its normalized form (HLDN), there are
still advances to make, including resolving a confusion of the surfactant parameter with a
“characteristic curvature” of the surfactant [92]. Additionally, using the HLD-NAC equation
with different units (mixing anionic and cationic, or nonionic HLD equations) leads to
significant deviations when complex systems are formulated, as was experimentally shown
recently [203]. Basically, the HLD correlation is a sum of effects equal to zero at the so-called
optimum formulation, that is, an exact balance between the phases. Therefore, until those
aspects related to confusion on the application of the equation in complex systems are
resolved, using advanced computing and artificial intelligence to aid in solving faster
this type of formulation problem will not be possible. Thus, using the HLD equation
with unifying criteria, for example using the HLDN-normalized equation, would allow
developing new advances in the field, suitable to study innovative surfactant formulations.

Moreover, new environmental regulations (e.g., dioxane limits) and sustainability
challenges require crucial advances in surfactant formulation science, including the broad
use of biomass-derived surfactants and biosurfactants [140,449]. However, these systems
are generally surfactant mixtures and will generate complexity in formulations, requiring
going back to the Winsor fundamentals to look for computational application of HLDN-like
multivariable equations with simple equivalents of the natural substances.
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